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CHAPTER I

Introduction and Background

1.1 Gamma Rays and How to Detect Them

Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiation of high frequency and high energy \[1\]. They are produced as a result of a nuclear reaction, which can be anything from the fission of a large nucleus to the decay of an unstable nucleus. The energy at which a gamma ray is emitted from a nucleus is determined by the energy difference between the initial and final states of the nucleus, with sometimes more than one gamma ray being emitted to account for the total energy released in the form of gamma radiation. Therefore, the gamma-ray energy released following a reaction is predictable. However, the opposite is also true. If distinct gamma rays are measured, a nuclear reaction to produce those gamma rays can be determined. This opens the door for many applications for the measurement of gamma radiation.

Depending on the precise situation, a measurement of gamma radiation can tell different things. In a passive environment, a measurement of gamma rays indicates that a radioactive source is present. By intelligently studying the energies of the gamma rays measured, the identity of the source(s) present can be determined. This is important for the control and protection of special nuclear material than can be used in making nuclear weapons, for the identification of harmful radiation near workers in a facility, or many other suitable applications. In an active environment, where an
external nuclear radiation source is used to induce a nuclear reaction in a material of interest, a measurement of gamma rays can be used to determine the exact material that is being actively interrogated.

Gamma rays are ionizing radiation that can interact with material through three predominant interactions. They can undergo photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering or pair production. Photoelectric absorption occurs when an incident gamma-ray interacts with an atom, is fully absorbed, and a photoelectron from one of the shells of the absorber atom is released with an energy equal to the energy of the incident gamma ray minus the binding energy of that electron \[2\]. Rearrangement of the electrons in the electron shell fills the vacancy left by the photoelectron and the binding energy is released in the form of a characteristic x-ray or auger electron, both of which are typically reabsorbed in the near-by detector material \[2\]. Compton scattering occurs between an incident gamma ray and an electron. The products of the reaction are a recoil electron and a scattered gamma ray, with the energy of each depending on the scattering angle. Pair production occurs when an incident gamma ray interacts with the electric field of a nucleus to form an electron-positron pair. The rest mass of the electron-positron pair, 1.02 MeV, is required in the incident gamma ray for pair production to occur, and any excessive energy is carried off by the electron-positron pair \[2\]. The electron and positron typically travel a very short distance before depositing all of their energy in the detector material. The positron will then annihilate with an electron, releasing two 511 keV photons. If both of these photons are reabsorbed in the detector material, then a full measurement of the incident gamma-ray energy is made. Otherwise, if one or both of these photons escape the detector material, it will contribute to the single or double-escape peaks below the incident gamma-ray energy.

All of these interactions result in energy being transferred from the gamma ray to an electron or electron-positron pair in the detector material. The electron energy
is what is then measured by the detector. Through understanding the specific application for which gamma rays are being measured as well as how they interact in material helps determine what type of detector material should be used. The next section will explore varying types of gamma ray detectors and which ones are best for different applications.

1.2 Gamma Ray Detectors

1.2.1 Scintillators and Semiconductors

There are two prevailing means to measure the energy of the electrons produced from the interaction of gamma rays with material. The first is to transduce the kinetic energy of the electron to detectable light—a process called scintillation. The light is then converted back into electrons through either a photomultiplier tube or a photodiode. Proportionality between the kinetic energy of the original electron and the number of electrons created in the photomultiplier tube or photodiode is maintained throughout the process. The second technique is to have the secondary electron excite many electrons from the valence band to the conduction band of a semiconductor to create electron-hole pairs. A number of electron-hole pairs proportional to the gamma-ray energy are created, and a bias is applied to the semiconductor to cause these pairs to drift through the material and induce a charge on collecting electrodes. Both of these techniques are able to create energy spectra of the gamma rays incident on the material.

The quality of the energy spectrum, however, is quite different for the two techniques. Due to the inefficient process for conversion of the incident gamma ray to a charge signal in scintillation detectors, the energy required to create a single information carrier is on the order of 100 eV or greater \[^2\]. This significantly reduces the number of carriers produced following the interaction of a single gamma ray and
leads to degraded energy resolution due to the statistical fluctuations. Alternatively, semiconductors will have a number of information carriers determined by the band gap energy and the fano factor. Typical band gap energies are on the order of several eV, leading to at least an order of magnitude more information carriers than for scintillation detectors. This allows semiconductor detectors to have a much lower theoretical limit of energy resolution. If energy resolution were the only metric for choosing a gamma-ray detector, semiconductor detectors would be almost always the best option, however there are other factors.

Efficiency for measuring gamma rays is also important. The efficiency is determined by several factors, including the size of the detectors and the likelihood for a gamma ray to interact with the material. Scintillation detectors can be grown to larger dimensions, increasing their efficiency. Gamma rays have a higher probability to interact with materials with a higher atomic number, leading to preferentially choosing materials for either scintillation or semiconductor detectors that are further down the periodic table. Materials with high atomic number are available for both scintillator and semiconductor detectors.

Other factors that impact the decision of what detector to use for a specific application include cost, simplicity and stability. Scintillators tend to be cheaper and simpler. However the worse energy resolution prohibits their use in applications requiring excellent energy resolution. They are much better suited for applications that require a higher efficiency for detection of gamma rays, but with less stringent requirements on energy resolutions. Such an application would be for primary inspection with portal monitors, where a higher probability of detecting a radioactive source is needed, but there are not concerns about creating a detailed characterization of that source. A secondary inspection would then be used to fully characterize the source, and would require a detector with better spectroscopic capabilities. The opposite application that is much more suited for a semiconductor detector is the characteri-
zation of special nuclear material. High energy resolution is required to characterize the isotopes of the material.

1.2.2 Semiconductor Materials

The most well-established semiconductor gamma-ray detectors are silicon or germanium. Due to its low atomic number, silicon detectors tend to be best for very low energy gamma rays or x rays. High purity germanium (HPGe) detectors have a slightly higher atomic number (32) and can be grown to relatively large sizes (750 cm$^3$) \cite{2}. The small band gap energy of 0.7 eV and only 3 eV per electron-hole pair generated allows for excellent energy resolution due to the improved statistics of more information carriers for the same amount of gamma-ray energy deposited compared to other detectors. However, the small band gap energy prohibits the use of germanium detectors at room-temperature because of the large thermally-induced leakage current \cite{2}. Germanium detectors are cooled to temperatures of around 77 K by coupling the detector to a dewar of liquid nitrogen or a mechanical cooler. The cooling requirement makes HPGe detectors an acceptable choice for a detector for laboratory measurements that require excellent energy resolution, but less suitable for field measurements where a more robust detector is a better option. Such a detector would be a room-temperature semiconductor detector that has a high atomic number and be available in large volumes. Suitable wide-band gap semiconductors are CdZnTe, HgI$_2$, and TlBr.

Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CdZnTe) emerged as a room-temperature semiconductor detector in the early 1990’s \cite{3}. Early results showed a promising energy resolution of $\sim$3% at 662 keV, but the volume was restricted to 5$\times$5$\times$5 mm$^3$ due to issues with material growth \cite{4}. More advanced readout electronics were developed to help improve the performance of these crystals—as will be discussed in the next section. In order to match the efficiency of HPGe detectors at higher energies, larger volume
detectors were required. The first $20 \times 20 \times 15$ mm$^3$ detector that achieved sub-1% energy resolution at 662 keV was grown by eV Products in 2006 [5]. Nonetheless, there were still crystal growth issues to overcome as CdZnTe crystals tend to have a wide range of defects [6–9]. Recent progress to reduce the number of defects in the growth of large volume CdZnTe has been made at Redlen Technologies, Inc. using the traveling heater method [10–12]. Over the years, the improvement of the crystal quality can be tracked through a comparison of the recorded values of the mobility-lifetime product. Values on the order of $10^{-3} \, cm^2/V$ were recorded in the late 1990’s [13]. Recent measurements show values on the order of $10^{-2} \, cm^2/V$, indicating that higher quality material is now available [14]. The recent progress in improved crystal quality makes CdZnTe a leading candidate for room-temperature semiconductor detector applications.

Mercuric iodide (HgI$_2$) became an exciting option for room-temperature semiconductors starting in the early 1970’s and continuing into the 1980’s [15–17]. HgI$_2$ has a higher effective atomic number than germanium as well as a higher density [2]. Unfortunately, poor charge mobility, material non-uniformity and crystal polarization limited the affective use of HgI$_2$ in planar detector geometries [18,19]. Better performance has been achieved using a pixellated anode configuration [20,22], yet growth of HgI$_2$ continues to be plagued by defects and regions of poor charge collection [23].

Thallium bromide (TlBr) has gained recent interest as another possible room-temperature semiconductor detector. With a high atomic number and density, TlBr would be an efficient gamma-ray detector and detectors have been fabricated with performances below 1% FWHM at 662 keV [24]. However, TlBr is an immature detector material compared to CdZnTe. The best performance for TlBr has been achieved on 5 mm thick detectors. Detectors as large as 18 mm thick have been grown, but their performance is worse compared to the thinner detectors [25]. TlBr also suffers from a polarization phenomena that requires the detectors to be cooled.
to \(-20^\circ C\) [26,27].

1.3 Cadmium Zinc Telluride

Along with improvements to the crystal quality of CdZnTe over the last two decades, there have been improvements to the read-out electronics that have allowed the technology to mature significantly. The order of magnitude difference between the mobility-lifetime product of the holes and electrons in CdZnTe created the need for the development of single-polarity charge sensing techniques for reading out the signals from a CdZnTe crystal.

The first single-polarity charge sensing devices used a coplanar grid anode electrode pattern [4]. This technique uses two electrodes with a voltage difference between them to allow the electrons to be collected by only one of the electrodes. Solving for the weighting potential difference between the two anode electrodes under this configuration shows that a relationship can be found that makes the measurement independent of the depth of interaction under the assumption that the trapping of electrons is negligible [28]. Since the trapping of electrons is known to not be negligible, a gain correction is able to be applied to account for the 4-10% of electrons that were trapped and improve the performance of coplanar grid CdZnTe detectors [28,29]. The complanar grid technique is however limited by the inability to correct for spatial nonuniformities in the CdZnTe, and even with recent material grown by the traveling heater method can only achieve near 2% FWHM at 662 keV [30].

Another technique to employ single-polarity charge sensing is to use a pixellated anode design. The first pixellated CdZnTe detectors were made in 1994 for thin detectors [31]. The small pixel effect can then be used along with depth sensing techniques to create a 3-D position-sensitive detector [32,34]. Using an 11×11 anode electrode pattern and 40 depth bins, a single detector can be separated into 4,840 voxels. Correcting for the gain in each voxel independently allows the spatial variation
in the uniformity of the crystal to be corrected to improve the overall performance
[35–37]. With the recent improvements to the crystal growth methods, large-volume
detectors (20×20×15 mm$^3$) produce energy spectra below 1% FWHM at 662 keV
[5]. Future improvements to the crystal quality and read-out electronics may allow
CdZnTe detectors to rival the spectroscopy achievable with HPGe detectors.

The 3-D position-sensing capability also allows for the development of gamma-ray
imaging techniques. Using the 3-D position of each interaction of a Compton scatter-
ing event followed by a photoelectric absorption allows a 4$\pi$ image to be created
of the incident direction of the gamma ray on the CdZnTe detector [38–42]. More
sophisticated techniques based on Compton imaging have been developed for source
tracking and 3-D imaging [43,44]. Since Compton scattering in CdZnTe is not proba-
ble at lower energies (below 300 keV), a coded aperture technique has been developed
to be able to localize lower energy sources [45].

Improved read-out electronics allowed for arrays of 3-D position-sensitive CdZnTe
detectors to be formed. The feasibility of operating detectors in coincidence in an
array was shown in 2007 [46]. However, there were not enough high-quality CdZnTe
crystals available to populate an 18-detector array at the time. With the improve-
ments made by Redlen Technologies, Inc. over the past few years, enough detectors
are now available to make several 18-detector array systems of 3-D position-sensitive
CdZnTe detectors. The following chapters will describe in detail the work completed
to build, calibrate, characterize and improve these gamma-ray imaging spectrometers.
CHAPTER II

CdZnTe Array Systems

The most challenging part of operating a single 3-D position-sensitive device is handling the signals from all of the anode electrodes simultaneously. The CdZnTe detectors are pixellated with an 11×11 pattern, which means that there are 121 separate channels that need to be read out at the same time and processed as a single event. This requires an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and additional hardware to process the events. First, a description of the CdZnTe detectors will be provided, which will be followed by a description of the hardware required for data acquisition. Having laid the foundation for the CdZnTe array system, the chapter will conclude with a thorough explanation of how the 18-detector CdZnTe gamma-ray imaging spectrometer was built and calibrated.

2.1 CdZnTe Detector Specifications

Each CdZnTe detector is 20×20×15 mm³. The anode electrode uses an 11×11 pixel pattern, with a steering grid in the gap between the pixels. The steering grid is 100 μm wide and there is a 200 μm gap between the grid and the pixel. The pixel pitch is 1.72 mm. The guard ring around the outside of the edge pixels is 500 μm. A layout of the anode electrode pattern is shown in Fig. 2.1. The steering grid is used to prevent the charge formed over the gaps between pixels from failing to
be collected by a pixel by forcing all of the electric field lines to end on the anode electrodes. To accomplish this, the grid is biased to a lower negative voltage that is determined uniquely for each detector since each detector tends to have a different grid-to-pixel resistance. A lower resistance leads to a higher leakage current to produce the same voltage and create the same steering effect. A higher leakage current may lead to increased electronic noise and cause a degradation in spectroscopic performance. Therefore, the optimal grid bias is uniquely found for each detector prior to calibration.

Figure 2.1:
Diagram of the anode electrode pattern for one of the $20 \times 20 \times 15$ mm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors.
Each detector is provided a cathode bias of -3000V. The cathode is required to be stable, meaning that there are not large, non-gamma-ray pulses present when monitoring the cathode signal on an oscilloscope. These pulses will continuously trigger the system and prevent useful measurements from being collected. Cathode breakdown can have several possible causes, including a low detector bulk or surface resistance, damage to the cathode surface, or high humidity leading to condensation on the cathode surface. To attempt to eliminate humidity as a cause of cathode breakdown, it is best to isolate the detectors as much as possible and have them sealed from the atmosphere as much as possible. It is also best to keep them at room temperature, cooling them below room temperature will tend to cause condensation and lead to cathode breakdown.

The CdZnTe detectors also tend to have worse performance as temperature increases, with eventually no longer functioning if the temperature of the system reaches temperatures as high as 40°C. At this temperature, the grid-to-pixel resistance breaks down, and the anode pixels are overcome with electronic noise. Therefore it is best to keep the detectors at or within a few degrees of room temperature.

2.2 System Hardware

The current CdZnTe array systems utilize an analog ASIC made by Gamma Medica-Ideas. The GMI VAS.UM2.3/TAT4 ASIC has 129 total channels, which can be broken up into three different types \[47\].

The first type consists of the 123 normal channels to process the negative charge signals from the anode electrodes—two of the channels are unused for the detectors with the 11×11 anode electrode pattern. Each channel has both a charge amplitude sensing and electron drift sensing circuit integrated into a single chip. The block diagram for a single channel is shown in Fig. 2.2 \[47\]. By combining the two circuits into a single chip, the entire ASIC is able to be shrunk down and mounted to a...
front-end board with a similar dimensional footprint as the $2 \times 2$ cm$^2$ area CdZnTe detectors. A picture of a GMI VAS.UM2.3/TAT4 ASIC is shown in Fig. 2.3. The second type consists of the 5 special channels designed to read out the positive charge signals from the cathode and anode steering grid channels. The three spare channels that are designed for positive charge signals are useful as it is far more likely to damage a pre-amplifier on the cathode channel that is connected to a -3000V source, than it is to damage an anode channel that is effectively grounded. The final channel is a test channel used for monitoring the output waveform of the shaper for diagnostic purposes [47].

![Figure 2.2](image)

**Figure 2.2:** The block diagram of a single channel on the GMI VAS.UM2.3/TAT4 ASIC.

Each channel uses a $1\mu$s shaping time and has a dynamic range from approximately 30 keV to 3 MeV. The lower level of the dynamic range is controlled by a threshold value for the charge collected by a single electrode. If the charge observed on a single channel crosses this threshold, then the system is triggered. A separate
threshold is set for the anode channels and the cathode channel. Typically, a single lower level threshold is set for all anode channels in a single detector such that no channels are triggered constantly by electronic noise. The cathode threshold is also set such that the detector is not continuously triggered by electronic noise. The hold time is also adjustable and is normally set to 4µs, which is long enough for all charge created in the detector to drift to the anode electrodes. After the hold time is reached, all channels that have been triggered will be read out and their information will be passed to the FPGA on the system’s motherboard.

Each ASIC dissipates approximately 0.45 W, and therefore generates a fair amount of heat. As temperature changes, the performance varies. For the optimal operation of the equipment, it is best to regulate the temperature of the ASICs so that consistent operation is achieved.

The motherboard (MOCA) is shown in Fig. 2.4. The MOCA board has 9 connectors for ASIC modules arranged in a 3×3 array. The FPGA on the MOCA board is used to control the ASICs, perform the data acquisition, and transfer the signals to the computer. The analog-to-digital converters used to convert the analog signals from the ASIC to digital signals for the FPGA are located on the MOCA board. The MOCA board also houses the bias network for the ASICs and the power regulators used to provide the ASIC and MOCA components with the correct power values.

The current array systems use a digital read-out board, which connects to a digital I/O card in the computer as the interface between the MOCA board and the data acquisition software. Future systems will replace this extra hardware by replacing
the current FPGA on the MOCA board with an FPGA capable of connecting to a computer via USB or Ethernet.

2.3 System Calibration

The first step in getting a CdZnTe array system working is to assemble the hardware components. Then the system can be biased and calibrated. The steps taken to get the first two 18-detector CdZnTe gamma-ray imaging spectrometers fully operational are outlined in the following sections.

2.3.1 Assembly and Biasing

The hardware components described above are incorporated into a system design created by James Berry, a mechanical and electrical engineer. The first system was built in July, 2010. Several pictures of this system during the assembly stages can be

Figure 2.4:
Picture of the MOCA board fully populated with 9 20×20×15 mm³ CdZnTe detectors. The FPGA is located at the left side of the picture, and the wires at the far left of the picture are connected to the digital readout board to transfer the acquired data to the computer for data processing.
seen in Fig. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8. The second system was built in June, 2011. Several pictures of this system can be seen in Fig. 2.9, 2.10, 2.11.

Figure 2.5: Picture of the assembled detector head of the first 18-detector CdZnTe array system.

Figure 2.6: Picture of one of the populated MOCA boards placed in the first CdZnTe array system.
Figure 2.7: Picture of the assembled first CdZnTe array system with a side panel removed showing the high voltage generation board. The detector head can be seen at the left side enclosed in an aluminum housing.

The main components included in each system are the two MOCA boards, which are placed back to back with a separation of 55 mm and 41 mm for the first and second systems, respectively. Nine $20 \times 20 \times 15$ mm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors are mounted to 9 ASICs and attached to each of the MOCA boards in a $3 \times 3$ array. Between the two MOCA boards is located a heat pipe assembly which is connected to two peltier devices. These draw the heat produced by the ASICs away from the detector head and are dissipated through heat exchangers at the top of the system. The front of each MOCA board extrudes from the front of box and is encased in a separate enclosure for thermal and humidity isolation from the rest of the system. This is called the detector head. The high voltage required for the cathode and grid voltages of each
Figure 2.8: Picture of the first fully assembled CdZnTe array system complete with coded aperture masks and optical cameras.

detector are generated on high voltage boards located in the larger box behind the detector head. Two bulkhead boards are used for the transferring of these voltages from the main system to the detector head. A high voltage distribution board then routes these voltages to the correct channels of each detector.

An individual cathode bias and grid bias is generated for each detector. This allows for each detector to have a different optimal grid bias. The individual cathode biases were for the flexibility of being able to bias down a single detector if it is behaving abnormally and creating problems in other detectors. This flexibility has not shown to be useful and future systems would be advised to have a single high voltage generation shared by all detectors in the system for simplicity. Individual grid biases would still be required since each detector has a unique optimal grid biases.
Once the system is assembled, the system is first checked to make sure there is not noise triggering in the detectors. Without any bias, the detectors should not trigger. If this is confirmed, the next step is to slowly step the cathode bias up to -3000V. It was determined that the detectors can handle biasing up rapidly, however the ASICs can be damaged by ramping up the bias too quickly. A step of -10V every three seconds was determined to be the fastest safe procedure for the ASICs. Each of the 18 detectors is biased simultaneously. After reaching full cathode bias, the detectors are once again checked to make sure that there is no noise triggering and that each cathode is stable without breakdown.

If all detectors pass these tests, then the grids are biased up. An approximation of the optimal grid bias is taken from the original testing of each detector upon receipt from the manufacturer, yet further measurements are taken to guarantee that the
optimal setting is found for each detector. This is accomplished by taking repeated short measurements with a $^{137}$Cs at several grid biases to determine the voltage at which the optimal steering is achieved. By comparing the energy spectra for events that triggered neighboring pixels, which are normally single interaction events occurring over the grid, the optimal grid bias can be selected. An example of the collected spectra for one of the detectors of the first array system is shown in 2.12. The optimal grid bias can be seen to be -90V due to having the narrowest peak and best peak-to-valley ratio. Therefore, this grid bias tends to steer most of the electrons to the collecting anodes and not degrade the energy resolution with additional electronic
noise.

With the system now at full bias for all of the detector cathodes and grids, the system is ready to be calibrated.

### 2.3.2 Calibration

The largest part of the calibration of the CdZnTe array system is the gain correction based on events from a $^{137}$Cs source. The $^{137}$Cs source is first positioned in front of one of the planes in such a position that each detector receives roughly the same fluence. Enough counts are collected in each of the 9 detectors of the first plane to perform a full calibration of each detector, and then the procedure is repeated for the 9 detectors of the second plane.

In a single detector, there is a weak correlation between anode signal amplitude
Figure 2.12: Graph of the energy spectra collected for two-pixel side-neighboring events in detector 4R-30 at multiple grid biases.

and depth due to the small pixel effect, while the cathode signal amplitude varies linearly with the depth of interaction. Therefore, the cathode-to-anode signal ratio can be used to determine the depth of interaction for every single-pixel event in the detector. The depths are separated into 40 depth bins for each of the 121 anode pixels in a detector. Therefore, each single-pixel event is added to the raw amplitude signal spectrum collected for one of the 4840 detector voxels. A gain correction for the effects of electron trapping is then found for each voxel to align the photopeaks produced from the $^{137}$Cs source to the correct energy (in keV).

Taking a step backward, before the depth of interaction can be determined for each event, a slight adjustment needs to be made for each event to correct for the peak hold drop [48]. Fig. 2.13 shows the effect that the peak hold drop has on the amplitude determination from the GMI ASIC. It can be seen that the signal deficit is different as a function of the energy deposited in a single channel, therefore requiring
a signal amplitude dependent correction. This correction is unique to each ASIC but within each ASIC, each channel behaves similarly. Thus, a sample channel in each detector in the system was tested to determine the signal amplitude dependent correction for the peak hold drop.

Figure 2.13: Graph showing the peak hold drop issue in the GMI ASIC.

In addition to the position-sensitive gain correction, the depth obtained from the cathode-to-anode signal ratio is also correlated to the drift time to provide a second measure of the depth of interaction. This allows the depth of interaction to be known for multiple pixel events. The cathode-to-anode signal ratio cannot be used for these events since the cathode signal is shared between the multiple interactions. Cathode and anode time-amplitude-walk corrections and a weighting-potential-cross-talk correction are also found for each detector.

A full non-linearity calibration is also completed to account for the ASIC non-linearity. Gamma-ray sources with emission lines spanning the full dynamic range of the ASIC were used. The sources and lines used in the non-linearity correction are shown in Table 2.1. A fifth-order polynomially fit is determined for each pixel.
Table 2.1: Sources used to complete the ASIC non-linearity correction for the CdZnTe array systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Energy (keV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{241}\text{Am}$</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{133}\text{Ba}$</td>
<td>81.0, 276.4, 302.9, 356.0, 383.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{57}\text{Co}$</td>
<td>122.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{60}\text{Co}$</td>
<td>1173.2, 1332.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{137}\text{Cs}$</td>
<td>661.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{22}\text{Na}$</td>
<td>511.0, 1274.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{24}\text{Na}$</td>
<td>1368.6, 1732.0, 2754.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.3 Calibration Results

Following the completion of the calibration of each system, a thorough analysis was conducted to understand and characterize the performance of the system. Results were compiled for the overall performance of the full 18-detector system, as well as the individual performance of each detector.

The first 18-detector CdZnTe array system built in July, 2010 had an overall energy resolution of 1.44% FWHM at 662 keV for all events combined. The best spectroscopic performance is for single-pixel events, which showed an energy resolution of 1.08% FWHM at 662 keV. The spectrum for all events combined for the first system is shown in Fig. 2.14.

The energy resolution for each detector as a function of the number of pixels triggered is one indicator of the consistency of performance from one detector to the next. The results, shown in Fig. 2.15, indicate that there is variation from detector to detector on overall performance. Several of the detectors can achieve below 1%
Figure 2.14: The energy spectrum for all events combined in the first 18-detector CdZnTe array system.

FWHM at 662 keV for single-pixel events. Several of the detectors have a much steeper degradation when moving to higher numbers of triggered pixels which is an indicator of a poor steering effect due to a poorly operating steering grid.

The spectroscopic performance of the first CdZnTe array system can also be judged by looking at the pixel-by-pixel response throughout all of the detectors. The energy resolution pixel map for all 18 detectors is shown in Fig. 2.16 and 2.17. The results show that there is significant variation from pixel to pixel on most of the detectors. Only 4 of the detectors, two on each plane, show excellent and uniform energy resolution throughout the detector. A histogram of the energy resolution in each pixel of the 18-detector system (Fig. 2.18) shows that 50.3% of the pixels achieve below 1% FWHM at 662 keV, but with a prominent tail of pixels with quite poor energy resolution. The count rate uniformity of each detector, shown in Fig. 2.19 also indicates the poor quality of most of the detectors.

The second 18-detector CdZnTe array system was built in June, 2011 and had an overall energy resolution of 1.21% FWHM at 662 keV for all events combined. For single-pixel events the system achieved an energy resolution of 0.96% at 662 keV. The spectrum for all events combined for the second system is shown in Fig. 2.20.
Figure 2.15: Graph of the energy resolution for each detector in the first CdZnTe array system as a function of the number of triggered pixels.

The improved performance of the second system compared to the first system is better shown by energy resolution for each detector as a function of the number of pixels triggered. As shown in Fig. 2.21, the recorded energy resolution in % FWHM at 662 keV is below 1% for a majority of the detectors in the second system. The energy resolution also does not drop off as quickly for higher numbers of triggered pixels. Several factors contributed to the better performance of the second system, including improved hardware design leading to lower electronic noise introduced by the internal cathode and grid bias supplies and better temperature control of the system. However, the number one contributor is improved detector quality, which can
Figure 2.16:

The detector-by-detector energy resolution pixel maps for all 9 detectors of the first plane of the first CdZnTe array system. The energy resolution is in units of % FWHM at 662 keV.

be attributed to both higher quality crystals and improved fabrication techniques.

The higher crystal quality of the second CdZnTe array system is more clear through analysis of the pixel-by-pixel performance of each of the detectors. The energy resolution pixel map for all 18 detectors is shown in Fig. 2.22 and 2.23. Each detector shows little variation in the pixel-by-pixel energy resolution values, with one exception. Therefore, the second system has both better and less varying energy res-
The detector-by-detector energy resolution pixel maps for all 9 detectors of the second plane of the first CdZnTe array system. The energy resolution is in units of % FWHM at 662 keV. As expected, the histogram of the energy resolution value for every pixel in the second CdZnTe array system shifts dramatically towards lower value. Shown in Fig. 2.24, 87.3% of the pixels achieving below 1% FWHM at 662 keV. The improved performance of the second system carries over to the count rate uniformity, shown in Fig. 2.25. The second system shows good uniformity in every detector with many of them, including one entire plane, exhibiting excellent count rate uniformity.
Figure 2.18: Histogram of the energy resolution recorded in each pixel of the first CdZnTe array system.

worst detectors in the second CdZnTe array system would be considered one of the best detectors in the first system.
Figure 2.19: The detector-by-detector count rate uniformity pixel maps for all 18 detectors of the first CdZnTe array system. The color of the pixel indicates the number of counts recorded in the pixel; the same scale is used for each detector in the system.
Figure 2.20: The energy spectrum for all events combined in the second 18-detector CdZnTe array system.
Figure 2.21: Graph of the energy resolution for each detector in the second CdZnTe array system as a function of the number of triggered pixels.
Figure 2.22:
The detector-by-detector energy resolution pixel maps for all 9 detectors of the first plane of the second CdZnTe array system. The energy resolution is in units of % FWHM at 662 keV.
Figure 2.23: The detector-by-detector energy resolution pixel maps for all 9 detectors of the second plane of the second CdZnTe array system. The energy resolution is in units of % FWHM at 662 keV.
Figure 2.24: Histogram of the energy resolution recorded in each pixel of the second CdZnTe array system.
Figure 2.25: The detector-by-detector count rate uniformity pixel maps for all 18 detectors of the second CdZnTe array system. The color of the pixel indicates the number of counts recorded in the pixel; the same scale is used for each detector in the system.
CHAPTER III

CdZnTe Detector Characterization

As can be seen from the vastly improved performance of the second 18-detector CdZnTe array system compared to the first system, much progress was made over the course of the 9 months between construction of the two systems. In this time, some of the flaws of the first system were fixed, including a reduction in electronic noise produced by the systems internal power supplies and an added ability to manually control system temperature—the first system allowed for no control over the temperature of the system as the peltier device voltages and fan speeds were fixed. However, while these changes may have helped improve the spectroscopic performance slightly, they cannot account for the magnitude of the improvement. The improved detector quality is the primary reason for the observed spectroscopic improvement of the second CdZnTe array system. The following sections will compare results from the detectors received from Redlen Technologies, Inc. to study influences on spectroscopic and imaging performance from other detector characteristics.

3.1 Performance and Characteristics

3.1.1 Detector Testing Procedures

Redlen Technologies, Inc. manufactured 177 pixellated 20×20×15 mm³ CdZnTe detectors. Of these detectors, 143 of them passed specifications with the remaining
being returned due to failure. The specifications set on these detectors are that all of the detectors operate stably at -3000V cathode bias, have a working grid with a leakage current below 2.5 nA/V and electronic noise below 12 ADC channels (\(\sim 6\) keV), are absent of more than 1 non-functioning pixel, have a raw energy resolution below 5% FWHM at 662 keV for single-pixel events in all pixels combined, and have no dead layers near the cathode surface. A cathode dead layer is found if more than 5 pixels do not detect \(^{241}\text{Am}\) when irradiated from the cathode side.

The general characteristics of 145 of these detectors were thoroughly analyzed. Each detector’s data was analyzed using identical event reconstruction algorithms. The 32 detectors excluded from this analysis did not have data available for reprocessing, and were removed to avoid conflicting results due to the presence of a different reconstruction algorithm.

Identical procedures were used to complete the room-temperature study of each detector. The procedures were designed to fully quantify each detector’s spectroscopic and imaging performance as well as to determine possible causes for performance degradation. The issues leading to performance degradation were given to the manufacturers to help them improve their growth and fabrication procedures in order to improve the future CdZnTe detector quality.

The first step is to assemble the test box, shown in Fig. 3.1, that the detector and ASIC are tested within. After all connections to the computer, high voltage cathode supply and high voltage grid supply are properly made, the detector is biased to confirm that there are no improperly connected anode pixels. A bad anode pixel would be due to a short between the anode pixel and the grid, which would cause the pixel to become excessively noisy and require disabling. Next, the system is slowly biased up to -3000V on the cathode, and the optimal grid bias (OGB) is determined by finding the grid bias with the best peak-to-valley ratio for 2-pixel side-neighboring events. An energy threshold of approximately 30 keV is set. The main performance
characterization study using $^{137}$Cs is then performed at -3000V cathode bias and OGB to fully determine the detectors spectroscopic performance. The last measurement to determine spectroscopic performance is a study of the low energy efficiency of each crystal using $^{241}$Am to determine the number of pixels that have a dead layer near the cathode preventing the detection of the low energy gamma rays produced by $^{241}$Am.

Figure 3.1: The setup of the test box for the CdZnTe detectors. Pictured is one of the $20\times20\times15$ mm$^3$ detectors mounted on a carrier board, which is plugged into an ASIC, which is then plugged into the motherboard. The motherboard is connected to a computer for data acquisition. Located above the detector is the high voltage distribution board, which is used to distribute the cathode and grid biases to the detector from external high voltage supplies.

An energy calibration identical to the one described in Sec. 2.3.2 is completed with the omission of two steps. The peak hold drop is not corrected because the effects on overall spectroscopic performance are second order compared to the effects of the detector quality, the effects are not detector related, and the time required to perform such an analysis on every detector is not meritted. The non-linearity correction is omitted for the same reasons.
During the calibration, several parameters of interest are recorded for detailed analysis. The raw energy resolution is obtained prior to applying the gain correction to each detector voxel. The average noise in the system is obtained by measuring the average baseline fluctuations in each pixel during events that interacted in other pixels. A novel method for measuring the electron mobility-lifetime product was used to study the charge transport characteristics. Following the 3D-position dependent correction to the amplitude signals, an energy spectrum for all events in the detector is created to determine the overall energy resolution at 662 keV. An example spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.2. Since the correction is performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis, a corrected spectrum and energy resolution can be determined for each pixel; an example of the pixel-by-pixel corrected energy resolution is also shown in Fig. 3.2.

Following the calibration measurement, each detector’s imaging performance is characterized using two measurements. First, a $^{137}$Cs point source is placed approximately 25 cm from the cathode surface of the detector, and a 20-minute measurement is taken. The source is then moved to be 25 cm from the side surface of the detector, and a second 20-minute measurement is taken. The original calibration based on $^{137}$Cs is then used to reconstruct the energy and 3-D position of each interaction. Using only 2-pixel photopeak events in a simple back projection reconstruction, the angular resolution of the point spread function for each source direction is estimated. Only the angular resolution of the polar angle is measured through cathode surface imaging, while the side surface imaging measures both the polar and azimuthal angular resolutions, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The 25-cm source distance is chosen in order to minimize the near-field effects of the source while still maintaining a reasonable count rate and source-to-background ratio. The point spread functions of the cathode-surface direction and the side-surface direction differ greatly because of characteristics associated with the uniformity of the crystal and depth sensing ability, hence the need for the two measurements. Examples of an image generated from both the cathode and side
Figure 3.2: (top) Example 3D-corrected single-pixel events spectrum with a 1 keV bin width for one of the Redlen CdZnTe detectors. The corrected energy resolution was found to be 0.72% FWHM at 662 keV. The detector achieves 1.23%, 2.02% and 3.28% FWHM for 2, 3, and 4-pixel events, respectively. (bottom) The pixel-by-pixel corrected energy resolutions for each of the 121 pixels in units of % FWHM at 662 keV. This is the same detector as the above example energy spectrum.
surfaces of a CdZnTe detector used for this quantification are shown in Fig. 3.4.

![Diagram of coordinate system relative to CdZnTe detector surfaces]

Figure 3.3: The layout of the coordinate system in relation to the surfaces of the detector to show that the measurements of a source on the cathode surface will only be a measurement of the polar angle, whereas the measurements of a source on the side surface are a measurement of both the azimuthal and polar angles.

3.1.2 General Characteristics

The calibration results from the 145 $20 \times 20 \times 15$ cm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors analyzed show excellent performance. This is the most extensive study to date on large-volume CdZnTe detectors. A large number of 1-cm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors were grown by Redlen for use as coplanar-grid detectors and showed performance comparable to the best commercially available coplanar-grid detectors [30]. Redlen also produced 80 $15 \times 15 \times 10$ mm$^3$ CdZnTe pixellated detectors for the GammaTracker project which showed the potential for growing large volume crystals that can achieve near 1% FWHM at 662 keV [49].
Figure 3.4: Example image produced for a $^{137}$Cs placed 25 cm from the cathode surface (above) and 25 cm from the side surface (below) of a CdZnTe detector. From the cathode surface image, a polar angular resolution of 24.4 degrees was determined. From the side surface image, an azimuthal angular resolution of 29.9 degrees and a polar angular resolution of 36.1 degrees were determined.
The performance of the CdZnTe detectors can be evaluated across several parameters. The foremost parameter of interest is the energy resolution measured at 662 keV for single-pixel events following the 3-D energy reconstruction. The data from all detectors are shown in Fig. 3.5; a majority of the detectors achieved sub-1% energy resolution. Another parameter of interest is the average noise of each detector during operation. This is measured by calculating the average fluctuation in the baseline in pixels that did not trigger. A histogram of the average noise in each detector is shown in Fig. 3.6. A detector with noise of 8 ADC units corresponds to variations of approximately 4 keV for 662 keV events, which have a pulse height of approximately 1300 ADC channels. The histogram indicates that most detectors have relatively low noise and that there is not significant variation in the measured noise of each detector. The noise typically varies with the leakage current measured between the anode pixels and the steering grid, therefore the consistency between detectors displays that the detectors have a consistent leakage current. The OGB is another parameter that can be tracked across all of the detectors tested. Fig. 3.7 shows that the detectors typically have an OGB in the range of -40 V to -200 V. The variation between detectors is due to a variation in the grid-to-pixel resistance. Detectors with a high resistance tend to have a lower OGB, whereas a lower resistance requires a higher OGB to achieve the same steering effect. The grid bias has little effect on the electric field through the detector other than to make the field lines end on the anode electrodes instead of on the gap.

One of the objectives of this work was to improve the understanding of the relationship between different detector parameters and the 3-D-corrected energy resolution for single-interaction photopeak events. It is shown in Fig. 3.8 that there is no correlation between the OGB and the energy resolution. This is expected because the OGB is primarily dependent on the resistance between the anode pixels and the steering grid, whereas the energy resolution will be dependent on the bulk crystal
Figure 3.5: Energy Resolution results for all detectors tested using a 0.1% FWHM bin width.

properties. The average noise of a detector is shown to be weakly correlated to the corrected energy resolution in Fig. 3.5. Noisy detectors are more likely to have a degraded energy resolution correlated to the higher baseline fluctuations; however detectors with lower noise may or may not show excellent performance as the other factors leading to poor detector performance are a more dominant factor.

One of the most interesting relationships to study is the relationship between the raw and corrected energy resolutions. The "raw" energy resolution is generated before the depth correction is applied to the events in the CdZnTe detector. A simple gain correction is applied to the events in each pixel to eliminate effects from gain deficit. Any pixel can suffer from gain deficit if it has a lower signal amplitude beyond statistical fluctuation than the average of other pixels in the detector. A pixel is classified as having gain deficit if its signal is decreased by more than 100
ADC channels for a full-energy $^{137}$Cs single-pixel event—an event that typically has a signal amplitude of approximately 1300 ADC units. This effect is most likely caused by poor fabrication of the anode electrode surface leading to a flawed connection to the CdZnTe crystal. A comparison between the raw and corrected energy resolutions for single-pixel events in the 145 CdZnTe detectors is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10 shows a clear correlation between the raw and corrected energy resolutions; however, this result is misleading. A plot of the ratio between the corrected and raw energy resolutions in Fig. 3.11 shows that for detectors with a low raw energy resolution, there is little improvement for the corrected energy resolution, whereas detectors with a higher raw energy resolution have greater improvement in their corrected energy resolutions. This displays that poor raw energy resolution is due to a depth dependence of the gain due to electron trapping and charge transportation in the detectors and can be accounted for through the depth correction. The charge
Figure 3.7: Optimal grid bias (OGB) for all of the detectors tested using a 10V bin width.

Transport properties in the detector will be further discussed in Sec. 3.1.3. Effectively, the raw energy resolution puts a ceiling on what the corrected energy resolution can be for a detector since the 3-D correction never degrades the spectroscopic performance. This ceiling is the cause for the apparent correlation seen in Fig. 3.10.

A strong correlation between the single-pixel event corrected energy resolution and the two-pixel event corrected energy resolution was determined using Fig. 3.12. It shows that the a dominant predictor of the multiple-pixel energy resolution in a detector is the single-pixel performance; no other parameters were found with as strong of a correlation. This follows the expectation that the multiple-pixel energy resolution tracks with the quadrature summation of the uncertainty in the two interaction’s energies, with a slight degradation due to weighting-potential cross-talk and other factors that will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.3.
Figure 3.8: Relationship between the OGB and the energy resolution.

Several other detector issues presented themselves during the testing of the 177 detectors. Related to detector fabrication, 32 of the 145 detectors analyzed had at least one pixel that showed the phenomenon called gain deficit. This deficit was uniform and consistent for all events over the pixels showing this trait, which allowed the 3-D position correction to correct for the issue simultaneously with the correction for the electron trapping over the pixel. However, the gain deficit tended to produce detectors with larger than expected raw energy resolutions, as the different gains on each pixel, when summed together for all pixels, created wider energy spectra. Also related to detector fabrication is the presence of a thin dead layer near the cathode surface of the detector. While this thin layer will tend to have little effect on the detector performance at higher energies, low energy gamma rays, such as those from $^{241}\text{Am}$, are more likely to interact in this dead layer for a source located on the cathode side of the detector. Therefore, each detector was also tested to determine
the number of pixels that failed to detect the 60 keV gamma rays produced by $^{241}$Am.

A histogram of the results presented in Fig. 3.13 shows that a majority of detectors do not suffer from this problem, but that some detectors may have severely degraded performance. The dead layer is believed to be introduced during the fabrication of the cathode surface.

The testing of the 145 detectors occurred over the course of 30 months, allowing for tracking of the performance of the detectors over time. Fig. 3.14 shows that the corrected energy resolution tended to improve over time. Studying the low-energy performance of detectors over time—shown in Fig. 3.15—demonstrates that the cathode fabrication by Redlen Technologies Inc. has also improved.
3.1.3 Charge Transport Properties

Thorough understanding of the characteristics of charge carrier transport in a semiconductor detector is important for determining the material quality and the overall detector spectroscopic performance. Two typical quantities to characterize the charge transport are the electron mobility ($\mu_e$) and the mean free drift time ($\tau_e$). The derived quantity $\mu_e \tau_e$ is a common metric for studying semiconductor properties.

Typical methods for measuring $\mu_e \tau_e$ are conducted using $\alpha$-particle spectroscopy and are based on the Hecht relation $[50]$. However, methods based on the Hecht relation tend to be biased towards lower value of $\mu_e \tau_e$ due to ballistic deficit and surface trapping $[13]$. Therefore, a direct measurement technique based on single polarity charge sensing can be used to improve the determination of $\mu_e \tau_e$ $[13]$.

The technique described in Ref. $[13]$ uses measurements of charge collection at different voltages to determine the value of $\mu_e \tau_e$. This technique has been altered to
Figure 3.11: Relationship between the raw energy resolution and the corrected-to-raw energy resolution ratio showing that the depth correction has a larger impact on the detectors with poor raw spectroscopic performance.

utilize the standard calibration data acquired for the 20×20×15 mm³ CdZnTe detectors, allowing for comparisons to be made between the spectroscopic performance and their charge transport properties for the 145 detectors analyzed from Redlen Technologies, Inc.

3.1.3.1 Methodology

During the standard calibration of a detector, raw single-pixel energy spectra are collected as a function of the three dimensional interaction location. An example of the spectra for a single pixel exhibiting the amplitude suppression due to electron trapping is shown in Fig. 3.16. Taking advantage of the relatively constant anode
Figure 3.12: Relationship between the single-pixel and two-pixel corrected energy resolutions showing a correlation coefficient of 0.79.

Signal amplitude due to the small pixel effect and the depth-sensitive cathode signal amplitude, the cathode-to-anode signal ratio is used to determine the depth of interaction [34]. For each voxel, a raw photopeak energy centroid and raw timing peak centroid—which is an independent measure of the depth of interaction—are found.

The mean free drift time, the mobility, and their product can now be calculated from the information obtained from each voxel. From Equation 3.1 for the signal amplitude deficit resulting from electron trapping losses, the electron mean free drift time, $\tau_e$, can be derived as shown in Equation 3.2.

\[
N = N_0 \times e^{-t/\tau_e} \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\tau_e = \frac{(t_2 - t_1)}{ln(N_2/N_1)} \tag{3.2}
\]
Figure 3.13: The performance of the CdZnTe detectors at low energies, as determined by the number of pixels failing to measure the 60 keV photopeak from $^{241}\text{Am}$. A bin width of 5 dead Am-241 pixels was used.

where $\tau_e$ is the electron mean free drift time, $t$ is the drift time, and $N$ is the raw photopeak energy centroid.

The drift time between two vertical positions within a pixel in the detector can be determined from the drift time versus depth relationship for that pixel. An example relationship for a single pixel is shown in Fig. 3.17, which shows that the depth of interaction can be uniquely mapped to drift time. The non-linearity of the depth of interaction to drift time mapping can be primarily attributed to a non-uniform electric field near the anode and cathode surfaces. To limit the effect of electric field non-uniformity, the center region of the detector which has the best linearity is used to determine $\tau_e$—depths ranging from 7.5mm to 13.125mm. Therefore, the relationship between the photopeak energy centroid and depth can be used to determine $\tau_e$ through
mapping each depth to its unique drift time. The relationship between photopeak centroid and depth is shown for a single pixel in Fig. 3.18.

The electron mobility, $\mu_e$, is calculated from solving Equation 3.3. Any non-uniformity in the electric field is accounted for by integrating the velocity, $v$, and electric field, $E$, over the depth, $z$, as shown in Equation 3.4. The final result, Equation 3.5, gives $\mu_e$ as a function of the velocity and the magnitude of the voltage, $V$, in that region of the detector. The non-linearity in the drift time versus depth relationship shown in Fig. 3.17 is accounted for by integrating over the depth.

$$v = \mu_e E$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

$$\int_{z=7.5mm}^{13.125mm} v \cdot dz = \mu_e \int_{z=7.5mm}^{13.25mm} E \cdot dz = \mu_e \cdot V \cdot x$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)
Figure 3.15: Improvement in cathode fabrication of CdZnTe detectors over time as shown by the improvement in the low energy performance. A bin width of 5 dead Am-241 pixels was used.

\[
\mu_e = \frac{1}{V \cdot x} \int v \cdot dz = \frac{1}{V \cdot x} \sum_{i=7.5mm}^{13.125mm} \frac{z_{i+1} - z_i}{t_{i+1} - t_i} dz
\]  

(3.5)

where \( \mu_e \) is the electron mobility, \( dz \) is the width of the depth bins (0.375mm), and \( x \) is a scaling factor to account for the limits of integration. The scaling factor \( x \) is equal to the depth range divided by the total thickness, or \( \frac{5.625mm}{15mm} = 0.375 \).

The electron mobility and mean free drift time can then be multiplied to find \( \mu_e \tau_e \), as shown in Equation 3.6.

\[
\mu_e \tau_e = \frac{(t_2 - t_1)}{V \times ln(N_2/N_1)} \sum_{i=20}^{34} \frac{z_{i+1} - z_i}{t_{i+1} - t_i} dz
\]  

(3.6)

As shown in Fig. 3.18, the relationship between the depth of interaction and
the photopeak centroid is approximately linear in the center region of the detector. Therefore, depths of interaction ranging from 7.5mm to 13.125mm were used to determine values for $\tau_e$ and $\mu_e \tau_e$ using York’s solution to a linear least squares fit with known error in both parameters [51]. A weighting potential correction was performed based on the weighting potential values shown in Fig. 3.19. The induced charge on an anode pixel is proportional to the difference in weighting potential between the gamma-ray interaction location and the anode surface; therefore, without a correction, pulse heights for interactions near the anode will be underestimated compared to interactions near the cathode.
Figure 3.17: Relationship for the drift time versus the depth of interaction that is used to uniquely map drift time to depth. The depth of interaction is determined using the cathode-to-anode signal ratio.

This provides $\mu_e$, $\tau_e$ and $\mu_e\tau_e$ for each of the 121 pixels in the detector. It should be noted that these calculated values are averaged over all interaction depths within each pixel. The pixel-by-pixel values can then be averaged to determine the value for all three parameters for an entire detector. The uncertainty in $\mu_e\tau_e$ is also determined for each pixel based on the measured depth uncertainty within the device and the statistical uncertainty of determining the photopeak centroid at each depth $^{52}$. The depth uncertainty is less than 1mm, but a 1mm depth uncertainty was used as a conservative estimate $^{48}$. Propagation of error was used to determine the overall uncertainty in $\mu_e\tau_e$. 
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3.1.3.2 Results

Measured values for $\mu_e$, $\tau_e$ and $\mu_e \tau_e$ for two $2 \times 2 \times 1.5$ cm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors made by Redlen Technologies, Inc. were determined using the methodology explained above. These have been compared against the method described in Ref. [13] in Table 3.1. Comparable results for 1 cm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors grown by Redlen Technologies, Inc. have been found using a technique based on the Hecht relation [30]. Other research groups using the Hecht relation to measure the electron mobility-lifetime product have also found comparable results [53].

The uncertainty in $\mu_e \tau_e$ for Detector #1 and Detector #2 were measured to be 0.03 $\times 10^{-2}$ cm$^2$/V and 0.01 $\times 10^{-2}$ cm$^2$/V, respectively. The comparability between the values from each method verifies the accuracy of this new method. This new method has the advantage of determining both $\mu_e$ and $\tau_e$. Measured values of $\mu_e \tau_e$ range
The linearity of the cathode weighting potential allows for the use of the cathode-to-anode signal ratio to determine the depth of interaction.

from $0.5 \times 10^{-2}$ to $5.3 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2/\text{V}$. Measured values of $\tau_e$ range from 10 to 90 $\mu$s. Measured values of $\mu_e$ range from $0.014 \times 10^{-2}$ to $0.11 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2/\text{V}\mu$s. The variation in $\mu_e$ is slightly larger than expected and can be attributed to the non-linearity in the electric field; however, it does not appear that these variations cause a larger than expected variation in $\mu_e\tau_e$.

This method was used to analyze trends relating the relative electron trapping within a detector to its performance. In Fig. 3.20, it can be seen that there is a correlation between the electron trapping and the raw energy resolution of a device. This is expected as the raw photopeak will fall in a different amplitude bin for a
full energy event near the cathode compared to an event in the middle of the active volume, which is also different from an event near the anode. These differences cause a spread in the overall spectrum dependent on the severity of the electron trapping. However, the 3-D energy reconstruction can correct for the degradation as there is a much smaller correlation between the amount of electron trapping and the corrected energy resolution in Fig. 3.21. This is achievable since the correction is performed for each voxel in the detector, which corrects the electron trapping as a function of depth. This means that the overall spectroscopic performance of a CdZnTe detector is roughly independent of the amount of electron trapping present in the detector. A limitation put on this finding is that detectors with severe trapping problems—below $1 \times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2/\text{V}$—show a correlated poor energy resolution. However, this is a small fraction of the crystals that have been delivered by Redlen Technologies, Inc.

The weak correlation between $\mu_e \tau_e$ and the energy resolution after the 3D position reconstruction can be further exemplified by studying the pixel-by-pixel values of $\mu_e \tau_e$ and energy resolution, as seen in Fig. 3.22 and 3.23. It may appear that some regions of the detector show correlation between the two parameters, however, other pixels showing good energy resolution correspond to pixels that have lower values of $\mu_e \tau_e$.

The overall trend is that poor energy resolution can be found in pixels that show a larger variation in the trapping compared with the surrounding pixels. To better understand this perceived relationship, the measured uncertainty in $\mu_e \tau_e$ is compared against both raw and corrected energy resolution for single-pixel events at 662 keV; the results are presented in Fig. 3.24 and 3.25 respectively. There is a better correlation

Table 3.1: Comparison of values for $\mu_e \tau_e$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector #1</th>
<th>$\mu_e \tau_e$ ($\times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2/\text{V}$)</th>
<th>$\mu_e$ ($\times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2/\text{V} \mu\text{s}$)</th>
<th>$\tau_e$ ($\mu\text{s}$)</th>
<th>$\mu_e \tau_e$† ($\times 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2/\text{V}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detector #1</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.045 ± 0.005</td>
<td>29.0 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.41 ± 0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detector #2</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.055 ± 0.005</td>
<td>18.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† using method described in Ref. [13]
between corrected energy resolution and $\mu e \tau e$ uncertainty than between raw energy resolution and $\mu e \tau e$ uncertainty. These results are expected. The uncertainty in the measured value of $\mu e \tau e$ is determined by several factors. The uncertainty in the depth of interaction and the statistical uncertainty in the photopeak centroid at each depth contribute to the uncertainty for $\mu e \tau e$ in each pixel. Larger fluctuations in this uncertainty will correspond to inconsistent trapping, causing an abnormal spread to the amplitude distribution at each depth within the pixel. This increases the uncertainty in the photopeak centroid, which causes an increased uncertainty in the value of $\mu e \tau e$ for the pixel. A second factor that can increase the overall uncertainty in $\mu e \tau e$ is the pixel-by-pixel fluctuation in the electron trapping. Larger than expected variations between pixels would cause an increased uncertainty in the averaged value of $\mu e \tau e$. These variation would not be expected to impact the raw energy resolution as this is dominated by the first order effect of the overall electron trapping within
the device. The corrected energy resolution fluctuates with these variations since two different events over the same pixel at the same depth would result in different signal amplitudes induced on the anode electrode. Having occurred in the same voxel of the detector, each event would have the same correction parameters, resulting in different corrected energies. After many events with inconsistent electron trapping, a wider spread in the corrected energy spectrum would be created.

3.1.4 Imaging Characterization

The imaging performance of the pixelated CdZnTe detectors is weakly correlated with the corrected energy resolution, as shown in Fig. 3.26. The angular resolution is primarily dependent on the position uncertainty of the events used to create the images. The position uncertainty affects the energy resolution if events are reconstructed to a different voxel than the true interaction position, resulting in the application of
improper calibration parameters. Therefore, the weak correlation between the angular resolution and the corrected energy resolution results from the dependence of both on the accuracy of the 3-D position determination of each event. Fig. 3.26 also shows that the angular resolution is consistently better for cathode surface imaging relative to side surface imaging. The overall degradation of the side surface imaging is due to the larger role of the depth uncertainty as the interactions incident from the side surface tend to scatter across fewer depths—during forward scattering—than interactions from the cathode surface. The polar angular resolution is degraded compared to the azimuthal angular resolution because of the dependence on the depth
uncertainty of the calculation of the polar angle [54]. A more predictive parameter that can be used to pre-determine higher quality imaging detectors is the FWHM of the calculated-to-measured cathode ratio (CMCR), as shown in Fig. 3.27. The CMCR is determined using two-pixel events, for which only a single cathode signal is measured. The energy-weighted depths determined from the electron drift time of each interaction are used to back calculate what each interaction’s cathode signal would have been for a single-interaction event. These signals are summed to calculate the expected total cathode signal, which is compared to the measured cathode signal. If these numbers do not agree it indicates that the reconstruction of the depth from
Figure 3.24: Percent uncertainty in $\mu_e \tau_e$ versus raw FHWM for single-pixel events. A linear fit has a correlation coefficient of 0.04.

the drift time is not accurate. The narrower the spread in this ratio, the better the multiple interaction depth resolution for the detector, which will lead to better image quality. Therefore, as seen in Fig. 3.27, the detectors with a better depth correction tend to show better imaging performance.

### 3.2 Operational Stability

An additional metric to characterize the overall performance of the $20 \times 20 \times 15$ mm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors is to test their long-term operational stability. Stability in 1.5cm-thick CdZnTe detectors has been shown in space physics experiments [55]. For large-volume CdZnTe detectors to be suitable for various applications, it is necessary that they are capable of stable operation over long periods of time without significant degradation. The two 18-detector CdZnTe array systems were tested over the
Figure 3.25: Percent uncertainty in $\mu_t \tau_e$ versus corrected FHWM for single-pixel events. A linear fit has a correlation coefficient of 0.20.

course of 11-20 months, which has allowed for extensive study into the properties and characteristics of CdZnTe detectors during extended operation.

Testing of the long-term stability of the first array system started in September, 2010, and continued for 18 months. During that time, it was almost continuously biased without any replacement of its detectors. The system was only biased down for transport to and from the laboratory at the University of Michigan for outside experiments. The duration of the system being off was typically no longer than 24-36 hours. The system has been recalibrated twice—in January 2011 and January 2012. Measurements were unable to be made more frequently as the system was being used for other research applications. The system was used for measurements of weak radiation sources, limiting the total dose deposited in the system over its current lifespan.
Figure 3.26: Relation between the 3D-corrected energy resolution and the imaging performance. The energy resolution has a 0.26 correlation coefficient compared with the cathode face angular FWHM, a 0.15 correlation coefficient compared with the side face angular FWHM, and a 0.06 correlation coefficient compared with the side face polar FWHM.

The second CdZnTe array system was built in June 2011 and has been used for similar research applications as the first system. It has also been almost continuously biased throughout its lifespan, with only being biased down for transportation to measurements outside of the laboratory for a maximum time of 24-36 hours. The two systems have experienced similar testing intensity over their lifespans. The system was also recalibrated in January 2012.

The first method for analyzing the stability of the CdZnTe detectors used in the first and second CdZnTe array systems is to compare the results of separate calibrations of each system. The results for the corrected energy resolution of the 18 detectors in both systems are shown in Fig. 3.28. The energy resolution of the
detectors in the first system is shown to vary between calibrations, whereas the second system shows much more consistent results for all of its detectors between the two calibrations. The initial assembly and testing of the first system was rushed and little was known of the dependence of the first system on factors such as temperature, which can contribute to the variation between the first and second calibrations. Due to these outside factors affecting the comparability of the results from the September 2010 calibration, the remaining analysis will focus on the later results which held these factors more consistent. The results for the calibrations of the first system in January 2011 and January 2012 show more consistency in the energy resolution for each detector; however the results for January 2012 show an average degradation of
0.063% FWHM from the previous calibration. This will be further analyzed using results from each of the detectors from system testing throughout the year between the calibrations. As stated before, the second system shows much more consistent energy resolution values for each detector in the calibrations from June 2011 and January 2012. An average improvement of 0.019% FWHM was observed for the second Polaris system. The results from testing throughout the lifespan of the system confirm improved stability of these detectors.

Each detector’s electron mobility ($\mu_e$), mean free electron drift time ($\tau_e$), and electron mobility-lifetime product ($\mu_e\tau_e$) are compared between the calibrations of each CdZnTe array system in Fig. 3.29 and 3.30 respectively. The comparability of the results for the charge transport properties between the separate calibrations of each detector in both systems shows the stability of the bulk crystal over time.

In addition to the multiple calibrations performed at different stages of each system’s lifespan, measurements were made every few months to monitor their spectroscopic performance. All measurements use the same bias settings as were used during calibration of the system and the temperature is held constant between 22 and 25 °C. The constant temperature removes the impact of the ASIC on the results as
Figure 3.29: Comparison of the charge transport parameters for the January 2011 and January 2012 calibrations of the first CdZnTe array system.

Figure 3.30: Comparison of the charge transport parameters for the June 2011 and January 2012 calibrations of the second CdZnTe array system.

temperature variation is known to affect the ASIC gain. The ASIC is known to be stable over time as the results presented in Sec. 3.1 used several ASICs over many
months without any degradation. The measurements consisted of acquiring sufficient data in each of the 18 detectors using a $^{137}$Cs source to track the performance of the detectors over time. Since not enough data was collected in each detector to perform a calibration, the corrected energy resolution is tracked using the previously completed calibration. Only single-pixel events were studied to focus on the stability of the detectors and avoid the complications of the multiple-pixel event reconstructions. The average detector noise and the raw energy resolution are also tracked for these measurements. All comparisons are made by averaging results from all 121 pixels since the fluctuations observed between pixels within a single detector are small.

For the first system, this was completed using measurements in January, April, June, September, and December in 2011 and January 2012. Results showing the corrected energy resolution of each of the 18 detectors using the January 2011 calibration are shown in Fig. 3.31. A slight degradation over time is identified on each of the detectors. The measurement acquired in January 2012 is also corrected using the January 2012 calibration to show that a recalibration of the system helps improve the performance; however the initial performance of the system from the previous calibration could not be restored. Similar analysis using the second array system; data collected in June, August, and December in 2011 and January 2012 were corrected with the June 2011 calibration in Fig. 3.32. The CdZnTe detectors in the second system prove to be more stable than the detectors in the first system, and the analysis shows that the recalibration does not improve the performance. It was expected that the recalibration did not improve the performance as the stability of the detectors in the system lead to the conclusion that a recalibration was not necessary.

To better understand why the detectors in the first system show a degradation while the detectors of the second system show better stability, the raw energy resolution and detector noise were compared for each of the measurements. As shown in Fig. 3.33 for the first system, the degradation in the corrected energy resolution
tracks fairly consistently with a degradation in the detector noise but with no apparent relation to the raw energy resolution. Similar analysis in Fig. 3.34 for the second system shows good stability in all three parameters. The raw energy resolution is dependent on the crystal quality, therefore changes in the material quality over time would manifest itself through a correlation between the raw and corrected energy resolutions, which was not seen in the data. This was previously confirmed by the consistent charge transport properties for each calibration. Instead the correlation between the noise and the corrected energy resolution implies that detectors that will be less stable over time will tend to show an increase in their noise.

A leading cause of high detector noise is the resistance (or lack thereof) between the pixels and the steering grid. A measurement of the leakage current between the anode pixels and the steering grid will quantify the performance of the steering grid. An increase in this leakage current over time would lead to a degradation in the

Figure 3.31: Results tracking the corrected energy resolution of each of the 18 detectors in the first system between the January 2011 and January 2012 calibrations. The last measurement is corrected using both the January 2011 and January 2012 calibrations to show whether or not a new calibration improved the performance of each detector.
Figure 3.32: Results tracking the corrected energy resolution of each of the 18 detectors in the second system between the June 2011 and January 2012 calibrations. The last measurement is corrected using both the June 2011 and January 2012 calibrations to show whether or not a new calibration improved the performance of each detector.

Figure 3.33: Results tracking the raw and corrected energy resolutions as well as the average detector noise for each of the detectors in the first system during the period between the January 2011 and January 2012 calibrations.
Figure 3.34: Results tracking the raw and corrected energy resolutions as well as the average detector noise for each of the detectors in the second system during the period between the June 2011 and January 2012 calibrations.

The performance of the detector—which is accompanied by an increase in the detector noise. The increase in leakage current is most likely caused by surface related issues, not likely due to a change in bulk material properties. Due to the use of an internal power supply for the grid voltages of each of the detectors in the Polaris system, a measurement of the grid-to-pixel leakage current cannot be acquired. Instead, to characterize the surface related issues, the fraction of flawed pixels in each detector was recorded. A flawed pixel is any pixel that shows either a signal gain deficit or no signal altogether. A pixel is classified as having gain deficit if its signal is decreased by more than 100 ADC channels for a full-energy $^{137}$Cs single-pixel event—an event that typically has a signal amplitude of approximately 1300 ADC units. As seen from Fig. 3.35 and Fig. 3.36 for the first and second Polaris systems, respectively, the first Polaris system has more flawed pixels, and many more pixels with a severe deficit that is greater than 400 ADC channels. The number of flawed pixels did not change in either system over time. The more surface related problems in the first system...
Figure 3.35: The fraction of flawed pixels in each of the detectors in the first CdZnTe array system.

could be related to poorer surface resistance between anode pixels and the steering grid which has lead to increased detector noise and a slightly degraded 3-D-corrected energy resolution. The stability of the second Polaris system could be attributed to fewer surface related issues in the later detectors from Redlen Technologies, Inc.
Figure 3.36: The fraction of flawed pixels in each of the detectors in the second CdZnTe array system.
CHAPTER IV

Array System Characterization for High Energy Applications

The dynamic range of the GMI VAS_UM2.3/TAT4 is limited to 3 MeV on each channel. This does not prevent the application of the 18-detector CdZnTe array system to measurements of gamma rays above 3 MeV. As long as the total energy is split across enough anode electrodes, events can be processed that do not have any saturated ASIC anode channels. The experimental considerations and results are discussed below. Additionally, to better understand the performance of the system at higher energies, events across all energies were compared to characterize the breakdown of events into different categories.

4.1 Experimental Considerations

Special considerations need to be made for proper operation of the system for high energy events. As noted previously, the dynamic range of each ASIC channel is nominally 3 MeV. This is the same for both the cathode and anode channels.

For each cathode channel, a test pulse was input to find the highest amplitude for cathode signals prior to saturation. This amplitude is then used as a software threshold for events with a saturated cathode signal. For each anode pixel, the non-
linearity correction extends up to the 2754 keV peak from $^{24}$Na. Beyond that point, the non-linearity fitting is not known to remain accurate and a software threshold is set to reject events which had a single anode signal greater than 2800 keV.

There are several possibilities by which the system can register a full energy event from a gamma ray above 3 MeV. The simplest way is for the gamma ray to scatter between multiple detectors, depositing under the threshold energy in each detector. However it is possible to collect full energy events in a single detector. Since the cathode records an induced charge proportional to the depth of interaction, the energy-weighted average depth of interaction for all of the events needs to be close enough to the anode to prevent the cathode signal from reaching saturation. A 6 MeV gamma ray would require an average depth of interaction between the midpoint of the detector and the anode surface to have a cathode signal below 3 MeV. Therefore, it would be expected that single detector events at high energies have a larger fraction of events towards the anode surface. For events to stay below the anode threshold, the charge needs to be spread over several anode pixels. Several Compton scattering intercations followed by a lower energy photoelectric absorption would achieve this. Even if a single interaction deposits over 3 MeV, there is no guarantee that a single pixel will collect all of the charge. Large energies generate larger electron clouds, which will be more likely to result in charge sharing between neighboring pixels. This allows a single electron cloud of greater than 3 MeV to be collected by multiple pixels, each receiving less than 3 MeV and preventing the event from crossing any channels high energy threshold. These are only several possibilities that lead to events not being rejected for crossing one of the high energy thresholds, and even more are available when pair production is considered, as the 511 keV annihilation photons help to spread the collection of energy throughout the system.
4.2 Results

Before looking at results from sources of gamma rays above 3 MeV, Fig. 4.1 shows spectra collected from $^{24}\text{Na}$ and $^{137}\text{Cs}$ using the 2$^{nd}$ CdZnTe array system. Data was collected over a lengthy period of time to achieve good statistics for the non-linearity calibration. The good statistics of the 2754 keV and 661.7 keV photopeaks allow for good comparisons between the events above 3 MeV and those below 3 MeV. As shown in Sec. 2.3.3, the system achieves 1.21% FWHM at 661.7 keV. The performance at 2754 keV is measured to be 2.45% FWHM.

To explore the performance of the system above 3 MeV, neutron activation of $^{16}\text{O}$ was used to generate gamma rays at 6.1 MeV. A 14.5 MeV neutron generator was used to activate the $^{16}\text{O}$ in water. The water was then flowed through a hose to an enclosure located next to the system, but on the other side of a large neutron shield from the neutron generator. A picture of the setup is seen in Fig. 4.2. The $^{16}\text{O}$ undergoes an (n,p) reaction to form $^{16}\text{N}$, which decays with a 7.13 s half-life back to $^{16}\text{O}$. During 69% of these decays a 6129 keV gamma ray is emitted; a 7115 keV
gamma ray is emitted with 5% of the decays; various other gamma rays are emitted during less than 1% of the decays. The separation between the neutron generator and the detector system cuts back on the background caused by neutrons in the CdZnTe system and from 2.2 MeV prompt gamma rays from the reaction of a neutron with hydrogen in the water. The activity of the source was degraded due to the short half-life of the activation product; however, the primary goal was to have a clean, low background source, not a high activity source. Ann Parsons and Suzanne Nowicki from NASA Goddard are to thank for providing the facility for neutron activation.

The spectrum resulting from the measurement using the setup shown in Fig. 4.2 and the calibration described in Sec. 2.3.2 with the special considerations described is shown in Fig. 4.3. Focusing on the high energy portion of this spectrum, as shown
in Fig. 4.4, shows that a broad hump is seen between 5 and 6 MeV. The photopeak at 6.129 MeV is missing, along with the single and double escape peaks from the escape of the 511 keV annihilation gamma ray resulting from pair production. Those peaks should occur at 5.107 and 5.618 MeV, respectively. It appears that the energy reconstruction was failing to account for all factors, leading to the blurring of events from the three expected features into a single, broad hump. The dominant factor is the inclusion of transient signals, which will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.1.

The fraction of events that are rejected due to saturation of either an anode or cathode channel of one of the 18 ASICs are recorded to determine how effectively the energy is collected by multiple electrodes. Of all events, only 3.4% have at least one saturated anode channel, only 1.2% have a saturated cathode channel, and 0.4% have
both a saturated anode and cathode channel. However, at higher energies, a larger fraction of events need to be rejected due to saturated channels. At 6.1 MeV, 45.1% of events have a saturated anode channel, 20.0% have a saturated cathode channel, and 8.6% have both a saturated anode and cathode channel. Overall, 56.5% of events have to be rejected due to either a saturated anode or cathode channel.

4.2.1 Transient Signal Rejection

While the electrons are drifting through the bulk of the detector, they are inducing charge on all of the anode pixels simultaneously. When the charge then approaches the collecting anode pixel, the signals induced on the neighboring pixels flip sign to account for the charge not being collected on that pixel. This effect is shown in Fig.
Figure 4.5: Graphs of the induced charge on the collecting anode (center) and the 8 neighboring pixels.

where the charge was collected in the center pixel, and transient signals are shown for the surrounding 8 pixels. When the ASIC is reading out, any channel that has a signal that crosses the lower energy threshold holds the maximum amplitude to determine the energy collected on that electrode. The transient signals have an amplitude that is proportional to the energy deposited. For lower-energy events these transient signals are too small to cross the threshold. At higher energies, some events will have transients large enough to trigger the peak hold circuitry, such as the event in the upper left corner of Fig. 4.5. However, this pixel did not actually collect any charge, and therefore will falsely shift the events recorded energy above the actual deposited energy. This effect becomes far more prevalent at higher energies since each interaction will tend to have larger electron clouds, which will induce larger transient signals on neighboring pixels that do not collect any charge.

In the absence of waveforms shown in Fig. 4.5, the ratio between the energies of neighboring pixels can be used to determine if transient signals are present. All neigh-
boring pixel events cannot be neglected since many real events can either have Compton scatters that occur on neighboring pixels or have the interaction occur over the grid, resulting in the electron cloud splitting and being collected by side-neighboring pixels. However these two situations tend to have smaller energy ratios—larger energy to smaller energy—than the ratios observed for transient signals. The inclusion of these signals in each event leads to the degraded performance shown in Fig. 4.3.

To determine the best energy ratio for the rejection of transient signals, several different values were tested. The best value is sufficiently small to catch the highest fraction of transient signal events, but not so large that too many actual charge collection events are thrown out. The spectra for energy ratio values of 5, 10, 15 and 20 are shown in Fig. 4.6. The spectra for the energy ratio of 20 shows broadening of the single escape, double escape and photopeak on the high energy side compared against energy ratios of 10 or 15, indicating that the ratio is too large to catch a sufficient fraction of the transient signals. On the other side, the performance for an energy ratio of 5 shows a broadening of each feature on the lower side, which is indicative of too small of an energy ratio. Performance at energy ratios of 10 and 15 is very similar.

To determine the best energy ratio, lower energy events can be used. If too small an energy ratio is used, the low-energy tail of the 661.7 keV photopeak from $^{137}\text{Cs}$ will become extended. Fig. 4.7 shows this trend. The slightly elongated tail for the photopeak of $^{137}\text{Cs}$ photopeak makes lower energy ratios less ideal. Therefore, an energy ratio of 15 is chosen as the best option since it generates the best performance for transient rejection at high energies with the least degradation of performance at lower energies where it is more likely to reject a real energy deposition than a transient signal.

The full spectrum following the rejection of transient signals for the $^{16}\text{O}$ activation measurement is shown in Fig. 4.8. Improved performance with a clear single escape,
Figure 4.6: Spectra from the measurement of neutron activated $^{16}$O using different values for the energy ratio between the neighboring pixels.

double escape and photopeak is displayed. 74% of the full-energy events had at least one signal rejected. This shows that a 18-detector CdZnTe array system with a ASIC that has a dynamic range up to 3 MeV can still be used for measurements above 3 MeV since the charge collection is spread across multiple channels.

4.2.2 Event Breakdown

As exemplified from the respective spectra for $^{137}$Cs, $^{24}$Na and $^{16}$O activation, the spectroscopic performance of the CdZnTe array system degrades at higher energies. Typical systems have lower energy resolutions at higher energies due to improved statistics of charge generation and the smaller impact of electronic noise. Above 3 MeV—and particularly present at 6 MeV—the effects of the transient signals are the leading cause performance degradation. Without the waveform for each pixel, not all transient signals can be rejected, and in the process of trying to reject a majority of them, real energy depositions are also thrown out. However, this is not
the only contributing factor to the spectroscopic degradation. To better understand the reasons for the degraded spectroscopic performance, events will be broken down into categories that can shed light onto the relevant issues.

The number of pixels involved in the charge collection is closely related to the energy resolution as the quadrature summation of the noise becomes worse with a larger number of pixels involved. As shown in Fig. 4.9, higher energy events tend to have a larger number of pixels triggered. They also have a broader distribution of the number of pixels triggered. However this can only account for a small part of the degradation as the system nominally has about 5 keV electronic noise. This will increase to just over 11 keV of electronic noise for a 5-pixel event, which does not account for the magnitude of degradation present at 2754 keV.

The number of triggered pixels is a misleading parameter in terms of understanding the events occurring in the system from a single incident gamma ray at high

Figure 4.7: Spectra from a $^{137}$Cs source showing the effects of the rejection of events based on the energy ratio.
Figure 4.8: Spectra of the measurement of neutron activated $^{16}$O using an energy ratio of 15 for transient signal rejection.

Figure 4.9: Breakdown of the number of triggered pixels for full-energy events from $^{137}$Cs, $^{24}$Na and $^{16}$O activation.

energies. The large electron clouds result in charge sharing and transient signals, which make the number of triggered pixels significantly larger than the number of interactions. Assuming that all neighboring triggered pixels are either charge sharing
Figure 4.10: Breakdown of the number of interactions for full-energy events from $^{16}$O activation.

or a transient signal, then the number of interactions can be deduced. The resulting distribution for full-energy events from the $^{16}$O activation measurement is shown in Fig. 4.10. This is a flawed assumption since it is possible for multiple Compton scatters to occur over neighboring pixels. A large fraction of these full-energy depositions are also due to pair production, and the annihilation photons can interact over neighboring pixels as well. Nonetheless, in the absence of the waveforms which have been shown to provide event classification capabilities, this is a simple way to show that distribution of number of triggered pixels at 6 MeV is misleading. The number of interactions will not have a direct effect on the energy resolution, as that is tied to the summation of the noise from all of the triggered pixels, but it is an important consideration for imaging applications.

At higher energies, it is more probable to have an event interact with more than one detector. The interactions can also take place in detectors in each plane of the
Figure 4.11: Breakdown of the fraction of interdetector events for full-energy events from $^{137}$Cs, $^{24}$Na and $^{16}$O activation.

system. The fraction of interdetector and interplane events at different energies are shown in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. As expected, the percentage of interdetector events significantly increases from 662 keV to 2.75 MeV and 6.13 MeV. The same is true for the interplane events with the exception that an increase in interplane event percentage does not take place between 2.75 and 6.13 MeV. This is attributed to the increased probability of pair production compared with Compton scattering, as the probability of a 511 keV gamma ray being incident on and reaching the second plane is smaller than the probability that a higher energy scattered gamma ray will reach the second plane.

A greater number of interdetector events will cause a slight degradation due to the misalignment of the energies recorded between different detectors. From the calibration results at 661.7 keV, the overall performance for single-pixel events in all detectors combined was 0.96 % FWHM. However, the performance of each detector individually was significantly better than the results for all detectors combined, as shown in Fig. 4.13. This misalignment is introduced by the energy non-linearity correction to improve the system’s performance across all energies. This correction improves performance, but has limitations to the amount of improvement achievable. The energy non-linearity correction is studied in greater detail in Chapter V through
Figure 4.12: Breakdown of the fraction of interplane events for full-energy events from $^{137}\text{Cs}$, $^{24}\text{Na}$ and $^{16}\text{O}$ activation.

Figure 4.13: Comparison between the energy resolution at 662 keV of each detector in the 18-detector CdZnTe array system and for all detectors combined. Coincidence measurements between a single CdZnTe detector and an HPGe detector.

4.3 High Energy Measurement Conclusions

Overall, the 18-detector CdZnTe array system was shown to be able to operate at energies up to 6.13 MeV. The spectroscopic performance of the system above 3 MeV
was degraded due partly to an increased number of pixels collecting the energy but mostly due to the presence of transient signals which cannot be uniformly rejected without also rejecting some portion of real energy depositions. An energy ratio of 15 for neighboring pixel energy depositions was found to be optimal for achieving decent spectroscopic performance across all energies.
CHAPTER V

Coincidence Experiment

Two parameters of CdZnTe detectors that are of particular interest to understanding the spectroscopic performance are the energy resolution and the energy offset. Identification and characterization of radioactive sources requires knowing the energy deposited and the energy resolution determines the ability to distinguish between sources close in energy. These parameters are studied as a function of the energy deposited through coincidence measurements between a CdZnTe detector and a HPGe detector.

The exceptional energy resolution and linearity of the HPGe detector provides a known energy. Combined with the known energy of the source, the expected energy for each interaction in the CdZnTe is determined. Comparison against the measured energy in the CdZnTe detector gives a quantification of the energy resolution and energy offset as a function of the energy deposited. Ideally, this quantification would be completed as a function of position in the device to study CdZnTe detector efficiency; however, the data acquisition did not allow for the magnitude of data required for that analysis to be taken in a timely fashion.

The coincidence measurements were inspired by coincidence experiments to study NaI detectors conducted by John Valentine in the 1990’s [57]. Coincidence experiments to study CdZnTe pulse height linearity have been conducted at Kansas State
University for Frisch collar detectors \cite{58}. Another experiment studied the linearity and energy resolution of a 5mm-thick CdZnTe detector with an 4×4 anode pixel array \cite{59}. The experiment and results presented in the following sections differs from these previous experiments for several key reasons. The 20×20×15 mm³ CdZnTe detectors will change the characteristics of the measurement, particularly when analyzing events interacting in multiple pixels. More importantly, the energy resolution and linearity of a detector are extremely dependent on the read-out electronics. Therefore, the analysis conducted below would be different even if conducted using the same crystal but with a different ASIC type.

5.1 Experimental Setup

To get reliable results for the energy resolution and linearity of CdZnTe, a single, high-quality detector was chosen. This detector, labeled 4R-107, was placed in a test box just as described in Section \ref{sec:3.1.1}. The same calibration procedures as described in Section \ref{sec:2.3.2} with the modification that there is only a single detector in the system. The non-linearity calibration did not use a $^{24}\text{Na}$ source. The coincidence measurements are based on $^{137}\text{Cs}$, and therefore do not require non-linearity to extend up to 2754 keV. The calibration spectrum for the detector, shown in Fig. 5.1, shows the excellent spectroscopic performance. This excellent performance, combined with the excellent uniformity that is exemplified by the resolution pixel map in Fig. 5.2, were the basis for the selection of this detector for the coincidence experiments.

An electrically-cooled, coaxial HPGe detector from ORTEC was used as the second detector. The detector was connected to a GaGe card for the data acquisition. The GaGe card performs digital acquisition of the waveforms from the HPGe detector. A sample rate of 10 MS/s was used and events with 512 samples recorded both before and after the system trigger. A dynamic range of ±200 mV was set. Trapezoidal shaping with a 12.5 μs shaping time and an 800 ns flattop was performed for amplitude
determination. With these settings, a maximum count rate of approximately 150 counts per second is achievable via the GaGe card. A $^{137}$Cs spectrum from the HPGe detector showing an energy resolution of 0.30% FWHM at 662 keV is displayed in Fig. 5.3. A non-linearity energy correction was obtained through a single measurement using the following sources: $^{133}$Ba, $^{57}$Co, $^{137}$Cs, and $^{22}$Na. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.4. Midway through the coincidence experiments, the GaGe card was replaced with a second GaGe card due to the experimental requirements of other researchers. A similar calibration was performed on this second card. The linear energy calibration equation is shown for in Equation 5.1.

$$E = (A \times S) - O$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)$$

where $E$ is the energy recorded in the HPGe detector in keV, $S$ is the signal amplitude,
Figure 5.2: Energy resolution pixel map for CdZnTe detector 4R-107. The units are % FWHM at 662 keV for single-pixel events.

$A$ is the gain factor of the HPGe detector and equal to 0.0256 keV/ADC unit, and $O$ is the energy offset of the GaGe card. The first GaGe card had an offset of 10.302 keV; the second GaGe card had an offset of 0.2455 keV.

The coincidence setup between the CdZnTe detector and HPGe detector is shown in the diagram in Fig. 5.5. A 662 keV gamma ray from a $^{137}$Cs source will scatter in the CdZnTe detector, then deposit its remaining energy in the HPGe detector. As shown in the block diagram in Fig. 5.6 a trigger signal is sent to the HPGe detector from the CdZnTe detector. No signal is sent back to the CdZnTe detector from the HPGe detector. The trigger sent from the CdZnTe detector is in the form of 16-bit binary event number, which begins at 1 for the first event in the CdZnTe detector. All events from the CdZnTe detector, even those not resulting in a coincident interaction in the HPGe system, are recorded and saved for post-processing. In the HPGe detector,
Figure 5.3: $^{137}$Cs spectrum from the HPGe detector showing 0.30% FWHM at 662 keV.

Figure 5.4: Spectrum using $^{133}$Ba, $^{57}$Co, $^{137}$Cs, and $^{22}$Na sources for the energy calibration of the HPGe detector.

only events with a coincident trigger from the HPGe detector and CdZnTe detector are saved for post-processing. For each HPGe event, both the energy and CdZnTe event number are recorded. The lining up of the coincident events in the two systems is completed in software during post-processing by matching events with identical
event numbers.

To reduce the background of counts that are not caused by the $^{137}\text{Cs}$ gamma rays scattering between the two detectors, the HPGe detector was surrounded by lead blocks. A picture of the setup of the two systems is shown in Fig. 5.7. The background count rate in the HPGe detector was reduced to approximately 6 counts per second. With a 30 $\mu\text{Ci}$ $^{137}\text{Cs}$ source placed near the CdZnTe detector in a geometry such that the source was shielded from the HPGe detector, a count rate of 15-20 counts per second was achievable, indicating that a coincidence count rate of approx-
approximately 10 counts per second was accomplished. With this count rate, enough data to characterize the energy resolution and energy linearity of the CdZnTe detector could be acquired in 1-2 months.

To study the efficiency of the CdZnTe detector as a function of position and energy, the same number of events required for the energy resolution and linearity analysis of the entire detector would need to be collected in each of the 4,840 voxels. This would require increase the data collection time by a factor of over 1000. Even with a higher activity source that allowed for the coincidence system to operate at the maximum allowed count rate for the GaGe card, the data acquisition time is too long to pursue without the guarantee of the experiment producing any meaningful results for the efficiency of CdZnTe detectors as a function of energy and position in the device. The efficiency of the CdZnTe detectors were therefore studied using different
techniques that will be described in Chapter VI.

5.2 Coincidence Confirmation

The first step in completing the coincidence experiments is to confirm the operation of the setup. A $^{22}\text{Na}$ source that emits two coincident 511 keV annihilation gamma rays in opposite directions was placed directly between the two detectors. After post-processing of the results, the coincidence energy spectrum shown in Fig. 5.8 was generated. The spectrum from each detector has a photopeak at 511 keV and a Compton continuum at lower energies. The combined spectrum has a peak at 1022 keV for the events depositing their full energies in each detector. A continuum is also present due to incomplete charge deposition in either system. The energy correlation plot in Fig. 5.9 shows that most of the events lie along the photopeak portion of either the CdZnTe detector or HPGe detector, with the hottest spot corresponding to a photopeak 511 keV event in each detector.

Next, coincidence was confirmed for a $^{137}\text{Cs}$ source located close to the CdZnTe detector but shielded from the HPGe detector. The setup for this measurement is shown in Fig. 5.10. A diagram, in Fig. 5.11 for the source positioning relative to the CdZnTe crystal shows that the source is irradiating the detector mostly from the anode surface. The anode surface of the CdZnTe detector is facing the HPGe detector. Therefore, it would be expected that most of the events for this geometric setup would consist of backscattered gamma rays with energy depositions approaching the backscatter energy of 486 keV in CdZnTe detector. The coincidence energy spectrum in Fig. 5.12 for only events in the range near 662 keV deposited between the two systems shows the expected relationship between the energy in each system. The energy correlation plot shown in Fig. 5.13 also shows that the energy deposited in the CdZnTe detector is typically close to the backscatter energy. To help confirm that the correct geometry is applied in the data processing, the number of coincidence...
events recorded in each pixel as a function of depth of interaction is plotted in Fig. 5.14. Since the source is located on the anode side of the detector, it was expected that the depths nearest the anode have a larger number of recorded counts. It was also expected that there would be more counts along the left side of the detector and towards the bottom, as the source was also slightly below and to the left of the detector as shown in the diagram in Fig. 5.11.

With coincidence confirmed between the CdZnTe and HPGe detector systems, the measurements to study the energy resolution and energy linearity in the CdZnTe detector could be performed.

### 5.3 Results

A single measurement, such as that used to confirm the coincidence between the CdZnTe and HPGe detectors using $^{137}\text{Cs}$, cannot investigate the full range of...
possible energies. Multiple measurements need to be used to cover all possible energy
depositions by varying the source location and therefore varying the scattering angles.
The diagram in Fig. 5.15 shows that the $^{137}$Cs was placed along an arc either above or
in front of the CdZnTe system. The arc above the system allowed for closer placement
of the source to the detector, however provided less shielding between the source and
HPGe detector. Therefore, the positions along both arcs were used to optimize the
source to background ratio. A total of 11 measurements were used to sample the
entire energy range.

The coincidence energy spectrum for photopeak events for all measurements com-
bined is shown in Fig. 5.16. Enough counts were collected to study the energy
resolution and linearity as a function of energy from the backscatter energy of 486
keV down to the lower level threshold of the CdZnTe detector. The energy correlation plot between the two detectors is shown for single-pixel CdZnTe events, two-pixel CdZnTe events and all events in Fig. 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19, respectively.

From the energy correlation plots, there are two apparent peaks. One peak falls along the line that represents a full energy deposition between the two detectors combined. The other peak represents a full energy deposition in the CdZnTe detector along with a background event in the HPGe. It can also be seen that there are full energy depositions in the HPGe detector as well, indicating that the shielding
was insufficient to block all of the $^{137}\text{Cs}$ gamma rays. However these events that do not correspond to a scattered coincidence measurement between the two systems are removed and their impact on the overall analysis is minimal.

An energy correlation plot was also generated for each pixel in the detector to show the uniformity of the coincidence measurements. Shown in Fig. 5.20, the results indicate the low statistics achievable on a pixel-by-pixel basis for these coincidence measurements.

The energy resolution and energy linearity are first characterized for single-pixel interactions in the CdZnTe as a function of energy. These results are then compared to the two-pixel coincidence results to better understand the multiple pixel performance.

### 5.3.1 Energy Resolution vs. Energy

To calculate the energy resolution in the CdZnTe detector as a function of the deposited energy, the data is first split into energy slices corresponding to events with the same deposited energy. This is completed by creating a spectrum of all events with the same energy recorded in the HPGe detector from the data shown in
Figure 5.13: Energy correlation plot for backscattered coincidence measurements of a $^{137}$Cs source.

Fig. 5.17 An example of an energy slice for events with 300 keV deposited in the HPGe detector is shown in Fig. 5.21. The full energy deposition is determined from Equation 5.2, and the FWHM for that energy can be described by Equation 5.3.

$$E_{\text{HPGe+CZT}} = E_{\text{HPGe}} + E_{\text{CZT}}$$

$$FWHM^2_{\text{HPGe+CZT}}(E_{\text{HPGe+CZT}}) = FWHM^2_{\text{HPGe}}(E_{\text{HPGe}}) + FWHM^2_{\text{CZT}}(E_{\text{HPGe+CZT}} - E_{\text{HPGe}})$$

The energy resolution calculated for the example slice in Fig. 5.21 determines
Figure 5.14: Plot of the number of coincidence events in each pixel of the CdZnTe detector as a function of depth of interaction. Only single-pixel events in the CdZnTe detector were used. The plot in the upper left corner is for all depths combined, each other plot is for a 1-mm slice as labeled above each plot.

Figure 5.15: Diagram showing the placement locations of the $^{137}$Cs sources for the coincidence measurements.
Figure 5.16: Coincidence energy spectrum for photopeak events between the CdZnTe and HPGe detector systems for all coincidence measurements.

$FWHM_{HPGe+CZT}$. $FWHM_{HPGe}^2$ is found from a fit of the energy resolution of each of the photopeaks from the HPGe energy calibration in Fig. 5.4. Equation 5.4 for the energy resolution of the HPGe detector as a function of the energy deposited has a 0.98 correlation coefficient based on the data from the HPGe energy calibration. Therefore, $FWHM_{CZT}$ can be calculated as a function of the energy deposited in the CdZnTe.

$$R_{HPGe} = \frac{1.5876}{E_{HPGe}} \quad (5.4)$$

Since each slice lays on top of a background, a background subtraction is performed for each slice prior to calculating $FWHM_{HPGe+CZT}$. The background above the full-energy peak is caused by photopeak events in the CdZnTe detector coincident with background events in the HPGe detector, and should be relatively constant in this region. The background below the full-energy peak is caused by Compton scatter
events in the HPGe detector—events that would fall in a higher energy bin for the HPGe energy if photoelectric absorption occurred, but instead is mis-classified due to the partial energy collection in the HPGe detector. This background region is also relatively constant. Therefore a step background model, as shown in Fig. 5.22, can be used for the background subtraction. This subtraction eliminates extra noise in the calculation of the energy resolution of the CdZnTe detector.

The calculated energy resolution of the CdZnTe detector as a function of energy deposited is shown in Fig. 5.23. The coincidence data corresponds well to values for the energy resolution in the CdZnTe detector for discrete energies from the sources used during the energy calibration. The total FWHM in the detector can be described as the quadrature summation of the FWHM due to charge generation and other factors, as displayed in Equation 5.5. The most dominant of the other factors described
in Equation 5.6 is the electronic noise, but there are other minor factors including the energy misalignment between pixels. The major trend between these other factors are that they are energy independent, which allows them to be combined into a single term. Solving for the energy resolution as a function of energy gives Equation 5.7, which was used to fit the coincidence data for the energy resolution as a function of deposited energy. Nearly all of the data falls within the $\pm\sigma$ error bars. This fit provides values for $FWHM_{Other}$ and $F$.

$$FWHM_{Total}^2(E) = FWHM_{ChargeGeneration}^2(E) + FWHM_{Other}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)$$

$$FWHM_{Other}^2 = FWHM_{Noise}^2 + FWHM_{EnergyMisalignment}^2 + \cdots$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)$$
Figure 5.19: Energy correlation plot for all events in the CdZnTe detector.

\[
R_{CZT}(E) = \sqrt{\frac{FWHM_{Other}^2}{E^2} + \frac{2.35^2\epsilon F}{E}}
\]

(5.7)

where the fano factor \( F \) is found to be 0.058 ± 0.027 and \( FWHM_{Other} \) is 5.63 keV. To validate these results, the values are compared to previously calculated values. The fano factor for CdZnTe was calculated in 1997 by Redus et al. to be 0.089 ± 0.005 [60]. Since \( FWHM_{Other} \) is dominated by the electronic noise, this gives an upper bound of the electronic noise to be 5.63 keV. The electronic noise of the ASIC was previously measured to be 5.2 keV [47]. The upper bound from the energy resolution fit corresponds well with expectation since it falls above the expected value for \( FWHM_{Noise} \) with the difference contributed to misalignment of the energy misalignment between pixels and other minor factors.
Figure 5.20: Energy correlation plot for each pixel in the CdZnTe detector.

The fit to the energy resolution as a function of energy shown in Equation 5.7 provides a means to predict an energy resolution for a source at any energy for single-pixel events. This equation should not be used for multiple pixel events as other factors would need to be considered.

5.3.2 Energy Linearity

The energy linearity is determined through the same method used to calculate the energy resolution. $E_{CZT}$ is calculated from Equation 5.2 since $E_{HPGe+CZT}$ is 662 keV and $E_{HPGe}$ is measured. The energy offset is the expected energy deposited in the CdZnTe detector based on the energy recorded in the HPGe detector minus the calculated energy deposited, shown in Equation 5.8.
Figure 5.21: Energy spectrum for the combined events from the CdZnTe and HPGe detectors for events having 300 keV deposited in the HPGe detector.

Figure 5.22: Example spectra showing the background subtraction completed prior to calculation of the energy resolution in the CdZnTe detector.

\[
    \text{Offset} = E_{\text{Expected}} - E_{\text{Calculated}}
\]  

(5.8)

The calculated energy linearity is shown in Fig. 5.24. Results are shown for when the energy non-linearity calibration is applied and not applied. Both situations com-
Figure 5.23: Graph of the energy resolution as a function of energy for CdZnTe based on the coincidence measurements. The results are compared against values from discrete energies from standard gamma ray sources. A fit to the data along with $\pm\sigma$ error bars is also plotted.

pare favorably with offset values from discrete energies for standard sources—$^{241}$Am, $^{133}$Ba, and $^{57}$Co. For the case using the non-linearity calibration, the calculated energy offset at low energies is at most 2 keV, showing good energy linearity for the CdZnTe. One noticeable relationship seen in Fig. 5.24 is that the shape of the energy offset is not affected by the energy non-linearity calibration. Therefore, the energy non-linearity calibration is not optimal, since it cannot account for the exhibited shape of the energy offset.

To determine the causes for the observed shape of the energy linearity shown in Fig. 5.24, the linearity of the ASIC channels was studied. Fig. 5.25 shows the linearity of two of the anode ASIC channels. The general shape of the curves follow the same trends shown in the coincidence data above 150 keV. The energy offset reaches a minimum between 300 and 450 keV, and then begins to increase with increasing energy. The non-linearity observed above 150 keV is dominated by the gain non-
linearity of the anode ASIC channels. Below 125 keV, the observed non-linearity becomes dominated by the peak-hold drop correction. The peak-hold drop has its largest effect on low energy events because the drop becomes a significant portion of the measured energy and and the peak-hold drop calibration is correcting for the large observed offset in the ASIC non-linearity. In the middle is the transition region, where the dominant factor is slowly changing from the peak-hold drop to the ASIC non-linearity.

The current non-linearity calibration creates one fit for all of the calibration data points. However, the analysis of the causes of the non-linearity leads to the notion that a piece-wise non-linearity calibration, such as that shown in Fig. 5.26, would improve the energy calibration. The piece-wise non-linearity would separately fit the higher energy calibration data and the lower energy calibration data, and use a
Figure 5.25: Graph of the energy non-linearity as a function of energy for CdZnTe without the non-linearity correction applied compared against the non-linearity of two of the anode ASIC channels.

weighted average for the transition region.

If the piece-wise non-linearity correction were to improve system performance, it would be expected to be observed in the energy resolution and linearity for multiple pixel events. This is because one of the factors leading to degraded energy resolution for multiple pixel events is the mis-reconstruction of the energy linearity in each pixel. Results comparing the standard non-linearity correction to the piece-wise non-linearity correction for energy resolution and energy linearity for multiple pixel events are shown in Fig. 5.27 and 5.28. The results show that the piece-wise non-linearity mostly breaks even with the standard calibration, but in some instances does worse.

One key instance of worse performance is for two-pixel events at 356 keV. These will have a higher portion of events at low energies and in the transition region. The lack of improvement using the piece-wise non-linearity for these events indicates that the transition region is non-uniform for all pixels, which is a required assumption since the non-linearity from the coincidence measurements cannot be determined on
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a pixel-by-pixel basis. Further analysis of the energy offset at energies approaching the lower level threshold of the ASIC were explored by lowering the threshold to be able to measure the 32 keV x rays from $^{137}$Cs. Fig. 5.29 shows that the non-linearity caused the peak-hold drop decreases at low energies. This also changes on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and cannot be appropriately accounted for through a piece-wise non-linearity fit.

Therefore, the best achievable fit is the standard fit that creates a single fit from all of the calibration data points. This results in a slight energy non-linearity as a function of energy due to the different ASIC non-linearity factors—peak-hold drop and the gain non-linearity of each anode channel. Overall, the CdZnTe detector has a maximum energy offset of 2 keV for events below 500 keV, which is small compared
Figure 5.27: Energy resolution results comparing the standard non-linearity calibration and the piece-wise non-linearity calibration.

to the \( \sim 6 \) keV FWHM energy resolution at these energies.

5.3.3 Two-Pixel Results

Performing the same energy resolution and linearity analysis on the two-pixel events shown in Fig. 5.18 gives insight into the multiple pixel performance of CdZnTe detectors.

The two-pixel energy resolution as a function of deposited energy relationship is plotted in Fig. 5.30. As expected, the energy resolutions are worse than their single-pixel counterparts, but match well with data acquired from \(^{133}\)Ba. The best statistics occur near the 356 keV photopeak from \(^{133}\)Ba, which will be used for further analysis.

The two-pixel coincidence data at 356 keV were first analyzed to determine the
distribution of the energies. As shown in Fig. [5.31] the individual energies recorded in each pixel have a uniform distribution. Therefore, an expected energy resolution for two-pixel events at 356 keV can be determined assuming the uncertainty in the combination of the energies from the two-pixels was simply the quadrature summation of the uncertainty in each individual energy—this will be an overestimate of the energy resolution as the two individual energies are actually correlated. The individual energy uncertainties would be determined from the energy resolution calculated for that energy from the single-pixel coincidence analysis. The combination of all possible energies that sum to 356 keV sampled with a uniform distribution generates the expected energy resolution for two-pixel events at 356 keV in Fig. [5.32]. The average of this distribution would generate an expected energy resolution of 2.28% FWHM at 356 keV, which is smaller than the measured 2.35% FWHM at 356 keV from measurements of a $^{133}$Ba source. This matches previous results that have shown that the

Figure 5.28: Energy linearity results comparing the standard non-linearity calibration and the piece-wise non-linearity calibration.
Figure 5.29: Energy linearity results comparing the coincidence data to two sets of discrete data from standard gamma-ray sources. Data set #2 is with a lower threshold set compared to the original data.

multiple pixel energy resolution degrades more than estimated from the quadrature summation of the single-pixel energy resolution.

One potential explanation of this worse degradation is the misalignment of the energies in each pixel. This can be studied through comparisons of the energy offset for the two-pixel events. The energy offset for two-pixel events is shown in Fig. 5.33. Completing the same analysis for creating the two-pixel events based on a uniform distribution of interaction energies results in the expected energy offset distribution displayed in Fig. 5.34. The calculated two-pixel offset matches well the predicted average from the summation of the single-pixel coincidence data.

Fig. 5.34 shows that there is a several keV wide range in the calculated energy
Figure 5.30: Plot of the energy resolution as a function of deposited energy for two-pixel events in the CdZnTe detector. The distribution is compared against values for single-pixel events as well as from gamma rays from a $^{133}$Ba source.

distribution for two-pixel events due to the combination of misaligned lower energies. Accounting for this extra spread would degrade the expected energy resolution of two-pixel events from 2.28% FWHM to 2.31% FWHM at 356 keV. Therefore, degraded performance of the energy resolution for multiple pixel events can be partially attributed to the energy misalignment of single-pixel events at lower energies.
Figure 5.31: Plot showing the uniformity of the energies recorded in events depositing 356 keV over two pixels in the CdZnTe detector. Only the smaller energy is plotted as the distribution will be symmetric over the 178 keV line.

Figure 5.32: Histogram of the expected energy resolution for two-pixel events based on the quadrature summation of the energy uncertainy in the individual energies.
Figure 5.33: Plot of the energy linearity as a function of deposited energy for two-pixel events in the CdZnTe detector.

Figure 5.34: Histogram of the expected energy linearity for two-pixel events based on the summation of the energy offset in the individual energies.
The efficiency of a detector is important for many applications. Certain situations may only allow for a short measurement, and low efficiency detectors may not find a radioactive source of interest. For imaging, a larger number of counts will produce better statistics and a higher image quality. There are not many applications when a low efficiency detector is more advantageous.

The efficiency can be defined in several different ways. Absolute efficiency is the percentage of pulses recorded out of all of the radiation quanta emitted by the source, whereas intrinsic efficiency is the percentage of pulses recorded out of all of the radiation quanta incident on the detector \[2\]. Typically, absolute efficiency is used to compare different detector types to one another since each detector has a different size, subtending a different solid angle of the gamma-ray source. In the studies in the following sections, the intrinsic efficiency will mainly be studied to better understand the performance of the 18-detector CdZnTe array system.

6.1 Factors Affecting CdZnTe Efficiency

There are several different factors that can effect the efficiency of a device. Each factor can be broken down into one of two categories. Either it will cause an event to be entirely not collected or it will cause an event to have a lower energy recorded.
In both cases, a full-energy event will not be recorded, reducing the efficiency of the device. Compton scattering events that have partial energy escaping the system altogether contribute to the degraded efficiency; however, these events have the proper recorded energy and do not degrade the efficiency below expectation based on the detector’s effective atomic number.

One of the factors leading to degraded intrinsic efficiency is electron trapping. Electron trapping can be broken down into four different cases [36]. Case I is the standard, uniform electron trapping along the entire depth of the pixel. Case II is when a trapping defect at a particular depth decreases the number of electrons passing through it by an additional percentage for all events over that pixel. Case III is when a trapping defect at a particular depth over a pixel stop all electrons from passing. Finally, Case IV is when a small trapping defect is present over the pixel, similar to Case II, but the defect does not effect all events over the pixel. Cases II-IV all have a negative impact on the intrinsic efficiency of the device.

Case III’s negative impact on efficiency is the most clear, since many counts will not be recorded over the top of any pixels with a complete trapping defect. Case II’s effect is less clear. Since all events the interact above the defect are affected by the additional trapping, the 3-D depth calibration will account for the additional trapping. However, the cathode signal for these events will be larger than expected since the drift prior to the trapping defect will induce a larger than expected signal based on the recorded signal on the anode electrode. This will lead to cathode-side events being discarded since they have a depth reconstructed beyond the extent of the crystal. Case IV has a similar effect as Case II for events near the cathode side. But the efficiency will be additionally degraded for events that are affected by the trapping defect. The calibration parameters for the pixel will be based on the events not affected by the trapping defect, meaning that events affected by the trapping defect will result in a smaller recorded signal compared to the deposited
energy. These events will either fall outside of the full-energy range if the trapping
defect traps a significant percentage of the electrons, or they will fall near the full-
energy range, creating a degraded FWHM for events in that region of the pixel if the
trapping defect only traps a small percentage of the charge.

The intrinsic efficiency can also be degraded by losing events that interact in the
dead regions near either the cathode or anode surface. This is the case if the drift of
the event is too short, preventing a large enough weighting potential change to induce
a charge on the anode or cathode electrodes. The dead regions have been measured
to be about 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm for the cathode and anode surfaces, respectively [48].

Efficiency losses due to the non-collection of generated electrons is also possible. If
the electric field lines do not end on the anode electrode, but instead draw the charges
to the grid or the side surface of the detector, then entire events may be lost. Losses
to the grid were more probable for early detectors from Redlen Technologies, Inc.;
more recent detectors have shown improved grid fabrication, which should indicate
better steering of the electrons to the anode electrodes. Electron losses to the side
surface will only effect the edge pixels, and can be studied by comparing results from
edge pixels to the inner pixels.

Finally, interactions that deposit less energy than the energy threshold will con-
tribute to the efficiency losses. For measurements of gamma-rays at energies near 1
MeV, a significant portion of the full-energy events are due to multiple interaction
events. Forward scattering interactions will deposit energies near or below the thresh-
old. The loss of these events will create a low-energy tail on the full-energy peak,
and significant enough losses will degrade the efficiency by pulling events below the
full-energy peak region.

The efficiency results for the 18-detector CdZnTe array system will be studied,
with special considerations for the above factors. First, the calibration of the detectors
will be studied to discern the extent of the potential trapping defects. A comparison
to simulated data from a Co-60 source and analysis of data from interplane events also allow for conclusions as to the extent of the degradation of the intrinsic efficiency of the system due to the above factors.

6.2 Calibration Results Analysis for Defects

The electron trapping in each detector in the 18-detector CdZnTe array system can be studied using the $^{137}$ calibration data. The trapping in each detector can be tracked via the relationship between the photopeak centroid and the depth of interaction in each pixel. A clear change in slope of the relationship is evidence of a Case II trapping defect. A Case III trapping defect will be evident since all depths beyond the defect will not have a photopeak centroid as no electrons were collected from interactions beyond that depth. Case IV trapping defects will not necessarily be evident from the photopeak centroid versus depth relation.

The photopeak counts versus depth relation will also show the effects of trapping defects. Case III defects will show no counts for depths beyond the trapping defect. Due to the distortion in the cathode-to-anode ratio caused by a Case II defect, there should be a slight drop in the photopeak counts at the depth corresponding to the defect [36].

In the FWHM versus depth relation for each pixel, again there will be no results for depths beyond the defect for Case III trapping defects. Since all events with greater depths than the defect depth are affected in Case II trapping defects, the FWHM versus depth should be constant. For Case IV trapping, there may or may not be a degradation in the FWHM for depths beyond the trapping defect. If the trapping defect is small relative to the average trapping throughout the pixel, then the FWHM should be degraded since the events affected by the defect will widen the photopeak; however if the trapping is large, then the events affected by the defect will fall below the defect photopeak range and will not cause a degraded FWHM.
The photopeak centroid versus depth relation for each pixel is shown in Fig. 6.1 and 6.2. The majority of pixels show a constant slope and there is only one pixel that shows a complete trapping layer. These results indicate that the array system is not degraded by Case III defects.

Figure 6.1: Plots of the photopeak centroid versus depth for single-pixel events in each of the 9 detectors in the first plane of the second CdZnTe array system. For each pixel, the x-axis covers the depth of interaction from 0 mm (anode) to 15 mm (cathode) and the y-axis is the photopeak centroid in ADC units with a range of 1300-1500 ADC units. A boxed pixel represents a pixel with a Case III defect.
Figure 6.2: Plots of the photopeak centroid versus depth for single-pixel events in each of the 9 detectors in the second plane of the second CdZnTe array system. For each pixel, the x-axis covers the depth of interaction from 0 mm (anode) to 15 mm (cathode) and the y-axis is the photopeak centroid in ADC units with a range of 1300-1500 ADC units. A boxed pixel represents a pixel with a Case III defect.

From the results in Fig. 6.1 and 6.2, it appears that there are several pixels that received no counts. These pixels are actually degraded by the effects of gain deficit.

From the photopeak counts versus depth relation shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4, all but 1 pixel shows photopeak events. Most pixels show a constant relation between the
photopeak counts and the depth of interaction, indicative of pixels exhibiting no Case II or III trapping defects. Several pixels, particular in the center-right region of the detector in the third column of the first row or the same region of the detector in the first column of the fifth row, show a decrease in counts indicative of Case II trapping.

Figure 6.3: Plots of the photopeak counts versus depth for single-pixel events in each of the 9 detectors in the first plane of the second CdZnTe array system. For each pixel, the x-axis covers the depth of interaction from 0 mm (anode) to 15 mm (cathode) and the y-axis is the photopeak counts with a range of 0-1500 counts. A boxed pixel represents a pixel with a Case II trapping defect.
Figure 6.4: Plots of the photopeak counts versus depth for single-pixel events in each of the 9 detectors in the second plane of the second CdZnTe array system. For each pixel, the x-axis covers the depth of interaction from 0 mm (anode) to 15 mm (cathode) and the y-axis is the photopeak counts with a range of 0-1500 counts. A boxed pixel represents a pixel with a Case II trapping defect.

Only a few detectors in the entire array system show evidence of a Case IV trapping defect based on the FWHM versus depth relation displayed in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6. Most of these pixels are in the detector in the third column of the third row. This does not indicate that there are not more than a few pixels exhibiting Case IV trapping
defects, but only a few that trap a fraction of electrons comparable to the overall trapping in that pixel. Further analysis of the effects of trapping defects will be studied along with the effects of missing events through analysis of the measurement and simulation of a $^{60}$Co source.

Figure 6.5: Plots of the FWHM versus depth for single-pixel events in each of the 9 detectors in the first plane of the second CdZnTe array system. For each pixel, the x-axis covers the depth of interaction from 0 mm (anode) to 15 mm (cathode) and the y-axis is the % FWHM at 662 keV with a range of 0-5%. A boxed pixel represents a pixel with a Case IV trapping defect.
Figure 6.6:
Plots of the FWHM versus depth for single-pixel events in each of the 9 detectors in the second plane of the second CdZnTe array system. For each pixel, the x-axis covers the depth of interaction from 0 mm (anode) to 15 mm (cathode) and the y-axis is the % FWHM at 662 keV with a range of 0-5%. A boxed pixel represents a pixel with a Case IV trapping defect.

6.3 Measurement and Simulation Comparison

A simulation of the system’s response to gamma rays will generate the ideal spectrum for the detector’s best achievable intrinsic efficiency. There will be systematic efficiency losses due to Compton scattered gamma rays that do not deposit their
full energy in the detector, but no other losses due to imperfect detectors will be encountered. Comparisons between the measurement and simulation will then allow for better assumptions to be asserted for the simulation and for the determination of what factors are causing a degradation in the measurement.

6.3.1 Measurement and Simulation Description

A $^{60}$Co source was placed 25 cm from the center of the cathode surface of one of the planes. The results in Fig. 6.7 show the expected photopeaks at 1173 and 1333 keV. A low activity source was used to limit the dead time effects on the measurement.

Figure 6.7: Measured spectrum using the second CdZnTe array system and a $^{60}$Co source located 25 cm from the center of the cathode surface of one of the planes.

With a low activity source, background becomes a valid concern, as the 18-detector
CdZnTe system typically records 150-200 counts per second of background. Most of these counts are at low energies. Therefore, a background spectrum was collected and subtracted from the measurement’s spectrum. The results are shown in Fig. 6.8.

![Graph showing spectrum comparison](image)

Figure 6.8: Spectrum for a $^{60}$Co following the subtraction of the background spectrum.

The GEANT4 simulation of a Co-60 source located 25 cm from the center of the cathode surface of one of the plances was provided by Dr. Yuefeng Zhu. The simulated spectrum is contained in Fig. 6.9. The simulation assumes no surrounding material, so slight differences to the measurement can be attributed to scatter into the detector from the non-detector materials present in the device. However, as will be shown in the next section, the results show a significant efficiency degradation beyond any effects related to the exclusion of the surrounding materials from the simulation. The simulation does consider certain measurement effects such as charge-sharing between neighboring pixels.
6.3.2 Measurement and Simulation Comparison

The measurement and simulation are normalized to account for the activity of the source relative to the number of simulated particles. The 1333 keV photopeak for the measurement is compared to the ideal simulation in Fig. 6.10; both spectra contain all events regardless of number of triggered pixels. The measured spectrum contains 54.28% of the counts contained in the simulated spectrum. The shapes of the two spectra are clearly different, with the simulated spectrum having a much more Gaussian shape. The extended low energy tail is due to the incomplete collection of energy during the measurement.

For a more realistic comparison, several known factors are included in the simu-
Figure 6.10: Comparison between the $^{60}$Co measurement and simulation for the case of the ideal simulation.

A low energy threshold is set at 80 keV—80 keV corresponds to the lowest energy recorded in the $^{60}$Co measurement after background subtraction. A 0.5 mm dead layer is added to the anode side events, and the dead time is accounted for. The measurement comparison to the simulation with these added factors is shown in Fig. 6.11. The ratio between measurement and simulation improves to 67.05% with these changes.

Peak-to-total ratios are calculated for the 1333 keV peak for each case. The measured peak contains 6.01% of the total measured counts whereas the simulated peak contains 11.15% of the total simulated counts. This shows that much of the degraded efficiency shown by the measurement is not due to entire events missing from the spectrum, but are due to events being reconstructed at a lower energy than expected.

The two most likely factors for this degradation are Case IV trapping defects and missing events from multiple gamma ray interactions. Case IV defects would prevent the full collection of generated electrons, decreasing the reconstructed energy. Missing
Figure 6.11: Comparison between the $^{60}\text{Co}$ measurement and simulation when the simulation also accounts for the energy threshold, dead time and anode dead layer.

one or more of the events from a gamma ray which interacted multiple times in the system would also produce a lower than expected energy in the system. An event may be missing if it was collected by the side surface of the crystal or grid instead of the anode electrode. Alternatively, the interaction could occur within the anode dead layer or be too small of an energy to trigger the system. These two factors will be further studied through analysis of the single-pixel efficiency as a function of depth of interaction, analysis of multiple pixel events and analysis of events in the edge pixels.

Events that are negatively affected by electron trapping defects are expected to be worse for depths nearer to the cathode since it is more likely they will encounter a randomly distributed defect than an event occurring nearer to the anode surface. Therefore, a decrease in the peak-to-total ratio for cathode side events would indicate efficiency loss due trapping defects. It would not be expected for any correlation to exist between depth of interaction and missing events in the system. Fig. 6.12 shows a decrease in the peak-to-total ratio for the measured 1333 keV photopeak from the $^{60}\text{Co}$ source. The simulated photopeak has a more flat peak-to-total ratio.
In addition to the noted efficiency degradation due to trapping defects, the results show that the measurement reconstructs no counts in the 1-mm depth bin, and very few counts in the 2-mm depth bin. This indicates that a larger "dead" region exists near the anode surface. This region is not actually dead, but the events occurring in the first 1.5 mm are not properly reconstructed into the photopeak, but instead are reconstructed with lower energy. As an extreme example, if it were assumed that all of these events were lost from the simulation, the simulated efficiency will decrease, improving the comparability between the measurement and simulation. Fig. 6.13 shows the resulting comparison, which produces a 74.62% ratio between measurement and simulation. Therefore, as much as a 7% efficiency degradation is due to the improper reconstruction of anode side events.

Also noticeable from Fig. 6.12 is the lower peak-to-total ratio for depths near the anode surface. If the only factor contributing to the efficiency loss was the trapping...
defects, then it would not be expected to have a drop in the peak-to-total ratio at the anode side. This indicates that the issues are also related to interactions not being collected properly. If a gamma ray interacts twice with the system, but only one interaction is collected, then the event will contribute to the total number of single-pixel events, but will not be a photopeak event. Meanwhile, in the simulation, this event will register as a two-pixel photopeak event. Therefore, the peak-to-total ratio for one-pixel events in the measurement will be worse than for the simulation, and the overall efficiency for all events will also decrease.

Comparing the ratios of number of counts for each number of triggered pixels to the total number of counts will show to what extent the number of triggered pixels is shifted to lower values. The results shown in Fig. 6.14 display that the number of triggered pixels is shifted slightly to lower values. Since above 50% of the total events are single-pixel events, an increase of 3% percent is significant when considering that thousands of events are recorded. Along with the measurement’s higher percentage of single-pixel events are a lower percentage of two and three-pixel events. The
percentage of three-pixel events has a worse degradation than for two-pixel events, which is expected since three-interaction events would most likely only miss a single interaction and become a two-pixel event.

Figure 6.14: Comparison between the fraction of total counts for the $^{60}$Co measurement and simulation as a function of the number of triggered pixels.

To show that missing events are indeed causing a degradation in the measured efficiency, the peak-to-total ratios as a function of number of pixels is plotted in Fig. 6.15. The peak-to-total ratio increases with the number of interactions since it is more likely that with more interactions that the full-energy of the gamma ray is deposited in the system. It appears that the simulation’s peak-to-total ratio is increasing more rapidly than the measurement’s peak-to-total ratio. However, this is misleading since the measurement has a peak-to-total ratio half that of the simulation for single-pixel events. The peak-to-total ratios for the simulation and measurement are compared in Fig. 6.16. This shows that the ratio between the peak-to-total ratios for measurement and simulation is worse for one and two-pixel events than for three or more pixel events. Therefore the efficiency loss is greater for fewer number of triggered pixels, which is due to an increase in the total number of events with fewer number of pixels that are not full-energy events due to missing one or more of the
Figure 6.15: Comparison between the peak-to-total ratios for the $^{60}$Co measurement and simulation as a function of the number of triggered pixels.

Figure 6.16: Ratio of the peak-to-total ratios for the $^{60}$Co measurement and simulation as a function of the number of triggered pixels.

Further evidence that events are missing from the system can be obtained from studying the edge pixels. If events were collected on the side surface instead of the
anode electrode of the edge pixels, then the fraction of events on the edge pixels should be smaller for the measurement than for the simulation. Alternatively, the fraction of events that contain only events in the inner 9×9 should increase. This fraction is plotted as a function of number of pixels in Fig. 6.17. The measurement shows a higher fraction of events that do not have an edge pixel involved. This fraction increases for larger number of pixel interactions, consistent with the loss of events to the side surface.

Figure 6.17: Comparison between the fraction of events only interacting with the inner 9×9 pixels for the 60Co measurement and simulation as a function of the number of triggered pixels.

6.3.3 Measurement and Simulation Comparison Conclusions

The measurement of a 60Co source is shown to record only 67% of the full-energy events as expected from the simulation. The efficiency loss can be tracked to correspond with losses due to trapping defects as well as missing events to collection by
the side surface or grid, interaction in the anode dead layer or deposition of energy below the system’s threshold. An increase of an additional 1 mm to the anode dead layer can have as much as a 7% decrease in the efficiency.

6.4 Interplane Scattering Experiment and Analysis

Evidence of the efficiency loss due to trapping defects can be further exemplified through the study of interplane scattering events in the system. Due to the 3-D position sensitivity of the CdZnTe array system, the known position of the interactions in each plane can be used to determine the expected energy of the first interaction. Comparisons between this expected energy and the measured energy can be used to gain insight into the system’s efficiency.

6.4.1 Measurement Description

A diagram of the setup used for the interplane scattering experiment is shown in Fig. 6.18. The $^{137}$Cs source was placed 174 mm from the center of the face of the first $3 \times 3$ array of CdZnTe detectors. Since only 1% of all events are interplane events, a long measurements was acquired with 210 $\mu$Ci of $^{137}$Cs to achieve good statistics. A background measurement was also taken to allow for a background subtraction. Only two-pixel interplane events are used to eliminate any effects from implementing the wrong sequence reconstruction. The recorded spectra for the measurement and the background are shown in Fig. 6.19.

Under the assumption that the first interaction occurs in the plane nearest the $^{137}$Cs source, the vector of the incident gamma ray is determined using the source position and the measured position in the first plane. The vector for the scattered gamma ray is then determined from the measured positions of each of the two interactions. The dot product of these two vectors determines the scattering angle. This assumes that forward scattering is the primary means for interplane events to occur,
Figure 6.18: Diagram of the interplane efficiency experimental setup. The diagram is not to scale. The source-to-detector distance was 174mm. The distance between the two planes is 41 mm.

Figure 6.19: Spectra for two-pixel interplane events for measurements of background and a $^{137}$Cs source.

which is a valid assumption for 662 keV gamma rays. It is unlikely for the gamma ray to pass unattenuated through the first plane of CdZnTe detectors, backscatter in
the second plane producing a low energy gamma ray which escapes the second plane and reaches the first plane again to generate a second interaction in the CdZnTe array system. These backscatter events can also be determined and removed if there is a large percentage of them—this will be discussed further in Section 6.4.2.

The energy deposited in the first interaction is then determined from Equation 6.1, which is based on the Compton scattering formula.

$$E_d = E - \frac{E}{1 + \frac{E}{mc^2}(1 - \cos \theta)}$$

where $E_d$ is the deposited energy, $E$ is the energy of the incident gamma ray, and $\cos \theta$ is determined from the dot product of the incoming and scattered gamma ray vectors. The calculated deposited energy can then be compared to measured energy to study the system’s efficiency. No assumptions can be made about the energy of the interaction in the second plane since it cannot be assumed that the second interaction was not another Compton scattering interaction and the scattered photon escaped the system. Since the energy in the second plane does not affect the calculated energy for the first interaction, events that are not in the photopeak due to the second interaction being a Compton scatter can still be used for the analysis.

To compare the measured and expected energy, the uncertainty in each needs to be calculated. The uncertainty in the measured energy can be determined from the energy resolution fit calculated for CdZnTe detectors from the coincidence experiment shown in Equation 5.7. The uncertainty in the expected energy calculated using Equation 6.1 is based on the uncertainty in the source position, the position of each interaction, and the doppler broadening. The uncertainty in the source position was conservatively estimated from the extent of the sources to be approximately 5 mm in each the x, y and z directions. The uncertainty in the x and y positions of each interaction were conservatively estimated to be the size of the pixel, 1.72 mm, since sub-pixel position information is not known. The uncertainty in the depth of
interaction is 0.5 mm \cite{48}. The uncertainty due to doppler broadening was derived in Ref. \cite{61}.

### 6.4.2 Experimental Results

The background measurement shown in Fig. \ref{fig:6.19} is also analyzed with the assumption of the first interaction occurred in the first plane and the expected energy is calculated from Equation 6.1. The resulting correlation plot is shown in Fig. \ref{fig:6.20} and indicates that the background is uniform and will have a negligible impact on the results. The low number of counts for two-pixel interplane events in the background spectrum compared against the two-pixel interplane events with the source present also shows that background should not have an impact on the comparison results.

![Correlation plot for the measured and expected energy for two-pixel interplane background events.](image)

Figure 6.20: Correlation plot for the measured and expected energy for two-pixel interplane background events.

It is possible that the incident gamma ray travelled through the first plane, and the interaction measured in the second plane was actually the first interaction. In this
case, the interaction in the front plane was actually the second interaction. Equation 6.1 is used with the opposite interaction sequence to determine the possibility of that sequence. If the measured energy falls within the energy uncertainty for those events, the event is removed from the results as it is probable that the incorrect sequence was used. The removed events due to backscatter from the second plane to the first plane can be seen from the correlation plot for the full-energy events from the measurement of the $^{137}$Cs source, shown in Fig. 6.21. Most events in the range of measured energies near 186 keV have been removed due to their potential to be back-scatter events instead of the assumed forward scatter events. The correlation plot shows that most of the full-energy events in the system fall along the expected line denoting a comparable energy between measurement and calculation. More events tend to fall below this line, which is expected due to the low energy tail on the measured photopeaks.

The measured versus expected energy correlation for all events in the spectrum shown in Fig. 6.19 is plotted in Fig. 6.22. Those events that have measured and calculated energies that fall within uncertainty of each other can be classified as good events and are shown in Fig. 6.23. Those events with energies that fall outside of one another’s uncertainty are classified as bad events, and are shown in Fig. 6.24. The uncertainty noticeably widens with increasing energy, which is expected due to doppler broadening. The good events account for 39.4% of all events.

The percentage of good events is slightly lower than expected based on the simulated efficiency results from Section 6.3. However, there are a large number of bad events that fall just above or below the classification range based on the energy uncertainty for events with lower expected energies. These events are likely misclassified as bad events due to poor estimation of the energy uncertainty. The energy uncertainty calculated from Equation 5.7 is averaged from all depths. However, it is shown in Fig. 6.25 that the energy resolution for anode side events is much degraded than
Figure 6.21: Correlation plot for the measured and expected energy for two-pixel interplane $^{137}$Cs photopeak events. The gap centered around 186 keV without counts is due to the background subtraction.

for cathode side events. The depth distribution for the two-pixel interplane events is skewed towards the anode side since it is less likely for an interaction to occur near the cathode surface and not interact a second time in the first plane again before reaching the second plane. The depth of interaction distribution for two-pixel interplane events from the $^{60}$Co simulation is shown in Fig. 6.26. The lower energy of the $^{137}$Cs source should skew the depth distribution even more towards the anode surface. The events that have a larger than expected energy uncertainty can account for bad events falling just below the classification range for good events.

If there were issues related to trapping defects, then it would be expected to see a larger fraction of events nearer to the cathode to be classified as bad events, but to see no correlation between the lateral position of the interaction. The percentage of events classified as bad events as a function of x or y position and depth of in-
tercation are shown in Fig. 6.27. There is not apparent correlation between events classified as bad and lateral position of the events in the CdZnTe detector. There is a correlation between the bad events and the depth of interaction. This means that more events that occur on the cathode side of the detector have a measured energy that is not within uncertainty of the expected energy. These events therefore have an energy reconstruction problem, and would not likely fall within the photopeak range if the incident gamma ray had been completely absorbed in the system. This is further evidence of trapping defects causing an efficiency degradation in the 18-detector CdZnTe array system.

The effects of missing events are also apparent in the interplane scattering experiment. If events were missing because they were absorbed by the side surface or grid instead of the anode electrodes, or occurred in the anode dead layer, or deposited energy below the threshold, there should be no correlation with the x, y or z position
of the interaction since the measured event’s position should be uncorrelated with the missing events position. However, if the first or second interaction were missing, it would drastically affect the calculation of the expected energy. The scattering angles would be incorrect, and depending on where the missing event occurred, a larger or smaller expected energy could be calculated than what should have been calculated. These events account for the large number of bad events that appear uniformly distributed throughout the correlation plot, but at a level significantly stronger than the background correlation shown in Fig. 6.20. These events should have been classified as three or more pixel interplane events, but were instead classified as two-pixel interplane events due to the missing interaction.
Figure 6.24: Correlation plot for the measured and expected energy for all two-pixel interplane $^{137}$Cs events classified as bad.
Figure 6.25:
Energy spectra for a CdZnTe detector with a $^{57}$Co source placed either on the anode or cathode surface. The short penetration distance of the 122 keV gamma rays means the events only occur near the surface of the side of the detector the source is placed on. Therefore the degraded energy resolution for the anode side events indicate that there is a depth dependence to the energy resolution that has not been accounted for in the interplane efficiency experimental analysis.
Figure 6.26:
Depth distribution for two-pixel interplane $^{60}$Co events from simulation. It is expected that for lower energy incident gamma rays, the depth distribution will become more skewed toward anode side events.
Figure 6.27: Relation between the probability for bad events to occur as a function of the x, y and z position of the first interaction. The depth distribution has units of mm from the anode surface.
CHAPTER VII

Conclusions

7.1 Brief Summary of Results

Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CdZnTe) is a promising material for gamma-ray measurement applications. It is operable at room-temperatures and offers better energy resolution than other room-temperature options, such as NaI. For many applications, slightly worse energy resolution than HPGe systems is acceptable, especially when the advantages of not requiring cryogenic cooling are considered. Due to the ability to use pixellated anode read-out, the small pixel effect and the theory behind weighting potential can be used to determine the 3-D position of each interaction in the device. If an incident gamma ray interacts via Compton scattering, the physics of the interaction can be used to predict the incident direction of the gamma ray, allowing for gamma-ray imaging to also be performed using CdZnTe detectors. The combination of gamma ray imaging and high-quality spectroscopic performance makes CdZnTe one of the most promising materials for gamma-ray measurement applications.

Two 18-detector CdZnTe array systems have been built and operated over the past several years. Each system operates at room temperature and is capable of high-quality spectroscopy and gamma-ray imaging. The first system achieved 1.44% FWHM at 662 keV for all events. The second system used higher-quality CdZnTe detectors and achieved 1.21% FWHM at 662 keV. The second system also showed better
long-term stability, which can be attributed to the better manufacturing performed by Redlen Technologies, Inc.

A large number of $20 \times 20 \times 15$ mm$^3$ CdZnTe detectors were studied to determine the factors that are correlated to better spectroscopic performance. The electron transport properties of the detectors were found to be correlated to the uncalibrated spectroscopic performance, but uncorrelated to the calibrated spectroscopic performance. It was determined that the consistency of the electron trapping was the most dominant factor in determining whether or not a detector was going to achieve excellent spectroscopic performance.

Further analysis of the performance of CdZnTe detectors were performed through coincidence interactions with a HPGe detector. From the measurement of coincident full-energy interactions from a $^{137}$Cs source, the energy resolution and energy non-linearity were studied as a function of deposited energy in the CdZnTe detector. A fit to the energy resolution versus energy relationship was found and used to determine a new value for the Fano factor for CdZnTe; the Fano factor was measured to be 0.058 ± 0.027. Analysis of the energy non-linearity showed that most of the measured offset in energy at low energies is related to the ASIC’s non-linearity.

Finally, the efficiency of CdZnTe detectors were studied through various means. Studying the calibration data for the second 18-detector array system showed that there are not any complete trapping defects, which would cause a degraded efficiency. Yet, comparisons between simulation and measurement of a $^{60}$Co source showed that the intrinsic efficiency of the CdZnTe system is lower than expected due to energy losses to small trapping defects and unreconstructed events. These events may be unreconstructed due to the electrons being collected by the side surface or grid instead of the anode electrodes, the deposition of energy in the anode dead layer, or the deposition of energy below the low-energy threshold. These factors also were shown to degrade the efficiency for two-pixel interplane events.
7.2 Future Work and Considerations

There are several improvements that can be made to improve the future performance of CdZnTe array systems. Higher quality detectors will greatly improve the spectroscopic performance. Active control of the temperature of the system and better containment of the detector head to prevent humidity or dust build-up around the detectors will help with system’s spectroscopic stability. Yet one of the biggest areas for improvement for performance is an improvement to the ASIC.

Ideally, an ASIC would have at least half the electronic noise as the GMI VAS\_UM2.3/TAT4 ASIC. The detector would also read out the waveform of each pixel instead of only recording the signal and time amplitudes. Having the entire waveform would allow for additional reconstructions which would improve the system’s spectroscopic and imaging performance. Event classification becomes achievable and neighboring waveforms can be used to monitor for transient signals to reject. Many of the issues discussed for using the current system at high-energy applications are completely solved by having access to the waveform for each pixel.

The ideal ASIC would have an adjustable dynamic range which could be set based on the application. For low energy measurements, a lower dynamic range improves the signal-to-noise ratio, which improves the energy resolution. Raising the dynamic range would allow for higher efficiency for high-energy applications. The ASIC would also be extremely energy linear. The limitations found from the coincidence measurements between a CdZnTe detector and a HPGe detector showed that the energy nonlinearity was dominated by the ASIC nonlinearity. The CdZnTe detector itself was shown to be linear to the best of the experiments ability.

If a future ASIC can be developed to be able to construct a similar 18-detector CdZnTe array system, many of the experiments presented in this work should be repeated to further characterize and understand the performance of CdZnTe systems. The efficiency could be better studied since event classification will allow for a better
comparison to simulation. A more linear ASIC would remove the ASIC’s nonlinearity from coincidence experiments, and the true linearity of CdZnTe detectors can be studied. Experiments at high energies should be conducted and a more realistic breakdown of events can be determined.

Cadmium zinc telluride has a bright future in the field of gamma-ray measurements, and it will only become brighter with improvements to the read-out electronics.
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